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Editor and
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Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wbitout charge for subscribe!s.
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Effect,
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hotel In the city. Ample accommodations for
permanent boarders and transientguests. Everything flrst-class.Cor. of Eighth aud Market strs.,
Holland, Mich.
8-ly

to Holland.
Ni’t
Mail. Exp. Exp.

TOWNS.

iottk

pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro\J prietors.The largest and best appointed

From Chicago

Mall.

number Of amateur

a large

offices

piKENIX HOTEL.

; propeller Menomonee, Cspt.

throughout the country, am

W.

vesselshave not yet been decided upon.

the cutting down of rales by boys

who CapL Butlin says

have little or no capital invested, and

who

the new iron steamer

City of Milwaukee, built for this

*

give

cheap figures for a very cheap

company

feet

beam, and 12 feel in depth of

hold. She

cutting on legal rates, has given the peo-

ed wheels and will be the fastest steamer

will be furnished with feather-

equable on the lakes, having a running capacity of
are exorbitant and nppres eighteen miles an boar. She will be used
between Milwaukee and Grand Haven,
»ivc, when in fact they are not.
and
will make two trips daily. By leaving
The reducing of the present rates by
just rates

an

the legislature will be

Milwaukee at 8:80 P. M. she will be able

injustice to

to

the state, hut will benefit whst

kee

Osmun of
the Evening Hews terms “ wild cats.” The
publishers of the state should watch this
hill and ils disposal.—

__

connect the passengerson the Milwau-

every legitimate printing establishment in

We endorse

the

Arm

making a saving of three hours in
time. The other two new iron propeller*
being built nt Wyandotte for tbii company
thus

Arbor Courier.

above timely

article from

call the iitti-ntion of the legislature to

and Grand Haven railway with the

1:80 P. M. train from Chicago at Detroit,

will be launched in July or August.

our Washtenaw county contemporary am
it.

Tha Local Nawtpaptr,

Let legitimate journalism be encouraged

Strong Evidence.
I have sold at retail price

ot April. She will be 285 feet In length,

(ion which some offices have adopted o

and

ft

ffocal,

Wyandotte, will lie ready by the middl*

ple an impression that the present

ft

__ gMitiotml

at

since the 4th over the wildcat variety,

say

The columns of a paper are (he pub-

Allegan

1M

lisher’s atock-iu-trsde,snd the parties

General Dealers, in Dry of December last
bottles oi Dr. Journal.
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Thomas’ Eclectrio Oil, Kutranteeiog every
Amen, brother!
Flour. Provisions.etc.;River st.

V
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job, have injured the printing business to

Beef, dressed per ft ...................

Oansral Dealer*.

§&\\ goad*.

C. McIntosh;Chicago, CapL

true that the establish- of Ludlngton, Cspt. J. W. Gilman. Tha
print- captains of the remainderof the company’*

is

furniture.

may be found on die at Geo.
A Go's News- Yf EYER, II. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Furpaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where ivl nltnre. Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
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A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,
would respectfully announce to the citizens
that she has opened Dressmakingand Hair Dressing rooms,, In the building, one door west of Grif
An Z before the Subscriber’sname will denote flu a Drug Store, Washington street, Grand Haven.
the expiration of 'he Subscription Two ZZ sig- Also teachesin Wax. Worsted,Lace, aud other
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date,
fancy work.
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first insertion,
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green
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ent Butlin, of the Goodrich Transporta-

lower ones would certainly be unjust to

Wheat, white V bushei ........
93
YfEBNGS. D. R., Drugstore. Fine Drugs, Med- Corn, shel.ed V bushel
Icines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andPer- Oats, F bushel .....................
Buckwheat, tp bushel ............ 75
rnmsrtas. River street.
Bran. A 100 Ms ....................
PUTTBN, W.M., Dealer In Drugs. Modi- Feed, ? ton .....................ft *29
» 100 ft ....................
ft 1
clnes Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
1
W. Van Den BERo'sFamlly Medicines; ElghthSt. Barley, $1100 ft .................
Middling, |M00 ft .............. ft 1
ft 5
YI7ALSH II EBB K, DruggistA Pharmacist; a Flour, $TbH ..............
Pearl Barley, $1 100 ft ...............
»
full stock of goods appertaining to the busiuess.
Rye V bush ....................
Corn Meal |) 100 fts ..............ft 1
Drill Maker*.
Fine Corn Meal FliD fts ......... ft 1

-Months.

S
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Railroad ties ......
Shingles, A f m ........

T'UOESBURG, J. O., Dealei in Drugs and Medl1/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy-

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

The Chicago Times says; "Superintend-

the

each subsequentpublication.These rates Cspt.

Cord wood, maple, dry ...............
*• green ............
beach, ^ry .......... ..

KK, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
\JT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Church.

JOB

for the

Wood, SUth, Eto,

Dntlit.

paid at six months.

leg-
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if

{Htid at three months,

Lint.
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The present rates

Commliiloa Mirchut.

D
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been introducedinto the

rates to 85 cents per folio.
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bill has

.

price of legal advertising from the present tion company, informed our correspondent
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islature which proposes to cut
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MICII.,

bottle. I must say l never sold

a

ask to use

them for

must expect

medicine

to

who

their special benefit

pay for the same. Every

a place should
town and surfaction. In my own case, with a badly
roundings
improve;
every
new bouse,
Ulcerated Throat, alter a physician penIt is now stated that the new canal and
every
road,
every
new
manufacturing
ciling it for several days to no utfecl, the lock at the Sault will be ready for the
Eclectric Oil cured it thoroughlyin twen- passage of vessels by July 1 of the present establishment erected, every new businesa
in

my

life that

Thi Nnr Canal at tha

gave such universalsatis-

public-spiritedcitizen of

Banlt.

have a pride

in seeing his

Jas. Ryder, proprietor,
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de- ty-four hours, and iu threatened croup in year, with s depth of water at the present opened, enhance* the value of property
pot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and
mw,
stage of not leas than sixteen feet. The in our mldsL Every (effecting mind
its table is unsurpassed. On Ninth atr , Holland, my children this winter it never lailed to
8-ly
5 00
10 40 ....
8 30 Earn Saugatnck 3 05
river has been dredged to the same depth knows this to be true, and it should out
relieve almost Immediately.
pKLURI.M,
M., Proprietor of Ottawa House.
from ils head forty miles southward ; and be forgotten that the local newspaper add*
U. R. HALL.
10 53 2 90 8 4oL.. Richmond... 2 55 9 85 4 46
Good accommodations for steady boarders,
with the final appropriation recently made much to the general wealth and prosperity
and every facilityfor transient gnesta The EnGrayville, III., March 20, 1880.
12 001 2 50 9 IsLod. Junction.. 2 15 9 00 8 55
glish, German and Holland languages are spoken.
by congress, shippingwill have the bene- ot the place, as well as incresses the repuCorner of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,
.Bangor. ... SO) 8 45 3 35
12 25, 3 05 9 30
As
fine
a
lot
of
choice
candies
as
we
tation of the town abroad. It benefitsall
Michigan.
*
6-ly
fit of the increased depth of water throughhave
ever
seen,
are
now
open
for
Inspec10
25
.Benton
Harbor.
2
10
1 00 3 56
12 50 7 45
OCOTT’S HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
out the channel from Lake Superior and who have business in the place; enhances
This hotel Is located ou the cor. of Ninth and tion and ofl’eredfor sale at the Novelty
Luke Huron, excepting at Lake George the value of property,besides being *
205 05 10 85 ...8t. Joaeph...*12 40 7 3) 900 Fish sirs.,convenient to both depots. Terms,
it. Ik) per day. Good accommodations can always Store of
aud
the East Neebish rapids. The work desirable public convenience,even If not
880 4 5* 11 10 ..New Buffalo..1!!33 « 80 II 55 be reliedon. Holland,
8-ly
E. 8.
at Lake George is under contract for com- conducted in the interests of the ruling
-«•»7 40 8 00 ....Chicago ..... * 9 00 3 40 9 10
Llvirr sad Sail Btstlii.
a m. O. m p m.
a. m. p. m.ip. m.
Besides an endless variety of Notions, pletion in 1882; and the improvement of political power. It increasestrade, it
H„ Liverr and Hale Stable. Offce
On Sunday night the Night express uonh lUiis 1> andbarn on Market street. Everythingflrst- I have a very complete and choice shtek the channel at the East Neebish rapids la cautionsagainst imposition, it saves >ou
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p m., arriving at
from io*s, it warns you of danger, it points
of cigars. Come aud try them, at the in the hands of (he Canadian government.
Holland I#) Monday morning.
11 AVEHKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
out
different advantages and Increases
It is learned from correspondencebetween
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
IX stable. Fine rigs aud goon horses can al- Novelty Store of
your
profits. The local press is the power
E. 8.
From Holland
From Grd Rapids ways be relijd on. on Fish street, near Scott's
ibis and the Dominion authoritiesthat to
Grsud
to Holland
33-tf
construct a channel tlin'e hundred feet in that moves the people; therefore support
a. m j). m. p.m.
a. ro. p.m. p. m.
Our line of Hats and Caps is complete—
YTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stabli
45 A) 10 05 3 25 ....Holland ..... 8 15 1 5j tioiu
width and sixteen and a half feet In depth It by advertisingin it liberally, subscribIN Ninth street, near Market.
from the smallest hat for hoys, to the
on
the CunidUn side will cost f 206, 120, ing for it and paying for \\.— Exchange.
6 85 10 17 a 85 ....Zeeland ..... 8 05 1 40 955
Milt Markiti.
largestslouch hats, and -f ditferontvalues.
and one of the same width and depth near
5 57 10 30 8 52 ..Hudsonvtile... 9 45
925 OUTKAU A VAN ZnEREN, New Meat Mar Aud our ass jrtment of suspenders, scarfs,
Lippinoott’i XagailLt.
L> ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. A1
the American shore will cost $118,250.
or
neckties
is
larger
than
ever.
We
are
kinds
of
sausages
constantly
on
hand.
« 15 10 45 405 ....Grandvtile...7 88 1 12 9 05
From present appearancesit is concluded
Lippincott’s Magazine for April presents
bound to please. Call and examine at the
UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats am
6 35 II 0" 42 ..Grand Rapide.. 7 15 1 no 8 45
that the United States will make the s very varied liit of conte i.tn, yet all of a
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
a. ro. p. m p. m
a. m. p.m. o. m.
cheap cash store of E. J. HARRINGTON.
channel through the East Neebish, near light and vivaciouscharacter. “A Peep
Ou Monday morning the Nignt Expiessleaves VANDKRHAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Holland 1:4U and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 3:10 a. m.
I have a lot ot fine buck skins for sale. this shore, and that it will be done by the at the Nortti of Ireland,” by W. Georg*
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
aud twine; 8th street.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
They are excellent for belt strings.In- time the Lake George cut is made, or un- Beers, and "ChsrMCierUtic Dances of the
(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)
Htaufaetonii, XUlt, Shop*, Ite.
quire m J. V. SPIJKER, Holland, Micb. less there is a change in the conduct of World,” by Amelia E. Barr, entertainingFrom Holland
From Muskegon
7-2 w
(TKALD.R. K., Manufacturerof andDealerin
Muskegon.
to Hollantf
affairs, long before (here ie sixteen feet of ly written snd well illustrated, are other11 Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
i.m. p. m a. m.
p. m. p.m. p. in.
water all over Limekiln crossing. The wise sufficientlydescribedby their titles.
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River street.
SU.) 8 30 10 26 ....Holland. ... 4 16 1 40 tlOJO
Just received at the Cheap Cash Store of
work is more important than any other The first of a abort illunt rated series of
PAUELS, VAN PUTTKN A CO., Proprietors E. J. Harrington,a large stock of ready
e ot 3 38 10 50 ..... PiReon ..... 3 46 t 15 9 25
of PtufffftrMills; (Steam Saw and Flour
now under contract by either government, papers on "Zoological Curiosities,’' bv Dr.
made clothing, consisting of the following
Mills.) near foot of 8th strset.
10 53 ....Buuhltill .... 3 43
and it should be pushed to completion at Felix L. Oswald, treats of Mountain Sheep.
YiTILMS, P. II. Manufacturerof Wooden, and well-known brands— a lull line of the best
the
earliest possible time.
11 00 ...Johuevillo.... 388 1 OO 9 10
493
"On a Calilornia Rauch,” hy Louise CofTv Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- Gray, also the celebrated Middlesex Blue,
UHh and River streets.
fin Junes, is a capital descriptive sketch;
• 45 4 80 11 20 ..Grand Haven.. 3 2u 12 40 8 50
Scotch Gray, and the popular Navy Blue,
__
Motar? futile*
J. Brander Maitbews writes criilcally, and
O&kl&nl Harbor.
7 00 4 85 11 25 ...Ferrysburg... 8 15 12 35 8 45
also White Duck Suits, made especially
If AN SCHKLVEN, G., Justice of the Peat
with ample knowledge, of the "Present
Notary
Public,
Conveyancer,
etc.
Offlc
for millers— all sizes, and very cheap.
7 30 5 05 11 55 ... Muskegon... 2 40 12 at 8 10
Tendencies
of the French Drama
Lizzie
Van
Landtgc
nd’s
Block.
Work
for
the
improvement
of
the
hara. m. i». m. a. m.
p. m. noon p m.
bor
at
Oakland,
In
San
Francisco
bay,
is
W.
Chnmpney
has
an
anecdotical
paper,
Pkjalolaii.
Vsry Langeroui,
p.

i

u. m. a. m.
m. p. m. a. m.
p.
1 55 8 15 ....Holland ..... 8 25 10 05 15 15
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MUSKEGON BRANCH.

Holland

Via Nuuica.

From

Mnskagoo.
a.

in.

From Muskegon
Holland.
p.

.. Holland...

•11 80

•7 25

..Robinson..

12 56
1 40

...

940

..Frnltport...

140

m.

I) EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Office hours uigtht aud day, on the
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

A)

6 10

4 50

840

..Muskegon.

R.m.

p.m.

to
Allag'an.

_

if

ANTING, A.

.Tl

G.. Physician and Surgeon;
GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,

office at

Mich. Officehoursfroml0toi9A.il.
26-ly.

YTATES,

A

at

O. E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
his residence, uvcrjvel, Mich.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Via Grand Haven Railroad.

From Holland

PhJtJgriphir.

From Allegan to
Holland.

m.

a.m. p. m.

•» 10

4 15

10 251 *4 16

10 05

485

s. ra.

10 96

p.

10 06

4 45

RIGGINS,

B. P. the leading Photographer.GalTokaeei ud Ciftrs.

340 T>E ROLLER,

A

9 62

825

G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cifeara.Bnufl,Pipes, etc,! Eighth stteet.

4 68

988

2 40

11 66

690

9 15

200 and/ElghthStreet.

a.m. p.m.

a.

that

he was cured

of

a

idea of the extent

which are

we

state that the

nearly parallel, ex

-

-

is

IFA Liw. aud

DARKS,

A

W. II. Attorney and Conncelor at Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

New

Brunswick; and Frank D. Y. Carpenter

a very amusing sketch

1,000 feet longer than the jetties built day, in distinction

by Cupt. Euda, at the mouth of the Mississippi river, about

instance it was effectual.
«•»

«
The work on this harbor has been going
find a lull line of new style on under the direction of Lieut. Col. Q.
Spring Dress Goods, from the cheapest to H. Meudcll, U. 8. engineer, ever since its

You can

the finest,

which must be seen

to be ap-

preciated. At the cheap cash store of
e. j.

Harrington.

1874, and the results

have been very successful in developing
Die

commercial value of this well known

fbellered and safe brrbor, being one of the
Bitten.

was badly bitten

by a horse s few days ago and was induced

who witnessedthe occurrence
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. It re-

by a friend
to try Dr.

commencement in

few sucli on the Pacific coast. Mr. L. J.
Le Conte U the engineer, under Coi. Mendell,

now

which the public has

heard so much.

in immediate charge of the work.

In 1874, boats drawing over 5 or 6 feet of

from Ah

of

"Wash

Sin, who is

all but extinct.

A new

serial story, with

He

quaint title

of "Craque-o’-Doom,” opens well, the
characters being novel and yet life-like,
the movement rapid, and the style crisp
and spirited. Of (lie short stories,"John
Henry,” by Sydney Chase, is laughable,
while in "Sister Weeden’s Prayer," by
Sherwood Bonner, there Is a mixture of
tumor and pathos. The poems are by
Maurice Tboin|»son, Howard Glyndon, and
CharlotteBales, and among the good things
in ibe ‘‘Monthly Guasip” is a notice of
Carlyle which describes hl« person, mani

water could hardly bump along over Ibe ners and conversation in the surroundings

l

„

River atreet.

in the province of

cisco bay a distance of 12,078 feet. This Lo,” the typical Chinaman of the present

liar at high water and carry cargoes of not
o. of o. r.
lieved the pain almost Immediately,and
Holland City Lodge, No. I92,lndepnndent0rder
more (ban GO to 100 tons.
of Odd Fellows, hoituft* regular meetings at Odd In lour days the wound was completely,
Since 1878 ships and barks from 1,800 to
Fellow’s Hall, HollandMtch.,on Tuesday Evening
hesled. Nothing can be better for fresh
of each week
2,100 tons burden have been running regVisiting brothers arecordlallv Invited.
wounds.
Attiraiyi.
„
1 uos. McMaster, N. 6.
ular trips and drawing from 19 to 16 5 feet
M. Hanunoton, R. 8.
I have now on hand a full supply of of water. The completionof this year’s
J£OWARD,^M^D.,^Clalm Agent, Attorny and

H., Attorney and Coonselor at
Proctor In Admiralty.No. 11

loyalists who, after the Revolution,

found new homes

recommending it
to the public, as he bed proved it, for
many of the diseases it mentions to cure,
through his friends, and in nearly every
Feels great pleasure in

$ Daily except Saturday and Sunday.

IfO BRIDE. P.

from unpublished sources, on the Ameri-

may can

tend from the shore line out into San Fran- gives

streets, Buffalo, says: I

t Dally except Saturday;all other trains dally
except Sunday.

Some

very dangerous be belter realized when

Peter Kieffer, cor. Clinton and Bennett

1

• Mixed trains.

All Chicago time.

being carried on.

by the use of file n Hies of Eclectric Oil.

Bally

m. p.m.

&

Wimtanley, Ssrnis and Wilkesport, wriles of this great engineeringenterprise

'WitQhiiMlJiwilry.

1106

Burrows

case of inflammaliouof the lungs solely two jetties,

Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrag store. Eighth
street.
40 ly.

535

Monica...,

F. Burrows of the firm of

of his

own home.
After Sight Long Yean.

C. C. Jacobs, 78 Folsom Street,Buffalo,

an employee of the U. S. Express Co.,
•ays: Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric OU cured

him

of a severe caa* of Piles of 8 years eland-

stationery,pens, ink, books, slates, mem- work will admit of easy navigation for lug, having bad tried almoat every known
F. & A. K.
A REouLABCommunicAtionof Ubitt Lodoe. orandums, blank books, albums, in many vesselsdrawing from 21 to 22 feet of water, remedy "besides two Buffalo Physicians,"
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at MasooIc Hsl).
Holland, Mich., o& Wedncednyevening, April varieties, which I offer to sell dirt cheap, which is ample for most foreign vessels wlihont relief; but the Oil cured him ; I *
IS, atTo’elocksharp.
that come over the bar off the Golden
at the Novelty Store of
thinks it cannot be recommended Joo

.

.

D. L. Boyd, Ssc's

H. C. Mateau. W. M.

.

52-tf
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Gate.— Jfffo.and

8ei. Press.

highly.

—

fair division. A committee was appointed to
confer with the President on the subject
Tho Governor of California has called a special
session of the Legislature, limiting it to twenty

days, to eiact a general Appropriationbill,
pass the Deficiencyand Apportionment UUs,
and Mvy taxes.
[

ST

oMQAir
HOLLAND CITIi MIO

L

1/
4:WAsm*ON dispatch

says

:

“Mr

January, with which he secured control of *27,- on the presentCzar with certain death if the
000,000 of tho common and preferred stock of woman Sophie Piooffsky is executed for her
tho Northern Pacific.Ho then apprised Presicomplicity in the assassination of the late Czar.
dent Billings of his acts. Kid invited himself
....A messengerfrom Potchefstroom reports
and his friends ta*omo into .the combination,
‘ at the place, surrendered the day peace was
whqroupon the latter caused the issue of the
'netj, after hard tlg^ng, in which cghteen
stop hold by the bompany. *
itish soldiers
killed andwnine-

THE SNOW.

Hownach Dauugo He
veritflf the witter and the
1

SFthe

wm\

'ng immigrants whet Arrived iMthe

spring opening
open

used an

wouo^ed. The ftoers captureff/ 3,000
of ammuiilcm and itwo gtiis *.

^

he

agri-

.
.
Conning's Mends sat that, he does not appre- United StateAfortho eight Souths ended Fob.
___
situation
of Abom nearly 83,000
diftnberod'jiO
iJjien&nydfBcult^|Qcuringthe rejeejon of 288 itetpber6d,liD5,022,
regions indicalodT In 'responflo to
were
from
Germany,
TT^JOO
from
Canada,
36,” 1 [judge Robertson as Collector of New York.
some secret agents. A mysterious female has
The nomination is in Mr. Conkling’sbands, as 000 from England and Wales, and 30,000 from warned them ____ There is rebellion against the this want of the business publio,we haveChairman of the committee,and be will Ireland.
THE EAST.
rule of Ayogb Khan at Herat, led by Moham- obtained dispatchesfrom our correspondent*
He believes
The tide of immigrationis rising med Hassan Khan. Abdurrahman Khan pro- at Cleveland,Columbus, Cincinnati,Dayton,
The Pennsylvania House defeated, by not delay action upon
that tho Senate will not against the wishes
poses to take advantage of tho light to bring the Detroit.Grand Rapids, Indianapolis,Lduis132 to 48, the bill to remove the State capital of both of the Senators from New York, con- higher than over before on tho shores of this whole of Afghanistan under his own rule... .
ville, Chicago.Peoria, St. Loyw, Milwaukee,
country^
All
the
resources
resourcefl
of
. the Commilomlnation,audythemforn, hq aaya he
yiireq npiyony descri^ a| “American Irish- St. Paul, Burlington, OmahvKaqsaidity, St.
to Phtladelphiftrr^I
the Northampton (Mass.)bank haa recovered is not disturbedover H.' The politicians to-day lienors of Emigriitffin at No* York are taxed to men," and named Mooney, O’Doimell aud Cole- Joseph and Denver. Our correspondent* at
the securitiesstolen by burglars five years ago, credit Mr. Blaine with having brought about the utmost to attend to tho vast army that is man, are strongly snspected of having been these centers are in constantcommunication
with the exception of *85,000in coupon gov- the nomination,as a reward to Robertson for pouring across the Atlantic. The statistics concerned in the plot to blow up the Loudon with trainedobservers at interior points, who
having divided the New- York- delsgatiooshow - a constant and krgo increase of -German Mansion Hrmee recently. -Mooney and'O’Dim- are in '6oht*8t with the fSfihers and country
ernments and *120,000 In bank bills.
Chicago, and favored Blaine’s nomination. immigrants over other nationalities.The nell escaped to the Continent. Coleman is on
One main queiy which ha* taken
Ex-Gpv. William Bbaoh Lawmnoe, Mr. Conkling is very indignant He says tho number of iquaigrlntalanded at Castle Gar- his way to this country, and a man-of-war has merchant*.
possession of th* bnjimtes! pqtjlte is: Has
of Rhode Island, the eminent Jurist,died last Presidenthas seen tit to recognizean element den during We ybar 1*80 wak 320,800,tho been sent to intercept tho steamer which bringr anything occurred in tne West to
that does not number over 26,000 in the State, largest number in one year since the estab- him aud to tako him back to England.
seriously check business prosperity l From the
week at the Albemarle Hotel, New York, where
and to reward bolting with one of the best posi- lishmentof the Emigrant Commissionin 1847.
he had been under medical treatmentdaring
The
Kiug
of Italy has made the mag- tenor of our dispatches, the answer unmistaktions in tho gift of the Executive.”
This year bids fair to eclipse the figures of its
ably is, No. While the elements have conthe
nificentdonation of 500 franca to relievo thf
predecessor.
Secretary
KirkwoOd
has
issued
an
In the oleomargarineinvestigation at
The majority of the immigrants thus Bufferera from the Nice theater conflagration.
New York, H. K. Thurbor testified that ho order suspending competitiveexaminations in
year.
... .A page of tho Czar has been arrestedon a
far have come from Germany ; Ireland concharge of secretly “ sorvingsentencoof death’’ trade situation is stronglysustained, as
manufactures weekly about 2,500 tubs, of which his department.
The difference between the position of tributes the next largest number ; there is a upon the late Emperor.: . /The British Govern- the foundations of prosperityare unaltered,
ho exports 7 per cent.... WiUiam H. Vanderfalling off in Scandinavian immigration, while
aud promise to continueindefinitely. It
bilt has withdrawn from the direc- the Readjnsters and their opponentsin Vir- the numbers coming from England and Holland ment is to prosecutetho FreUieitfor an article is apparent that stocks of goods in tho
approving
regicide....
Lord
Duflerin
is
to
be
tory of the Western Union telegraph.... ginia on the debt question, says a Washington are larger than at this time last year — A thug
tranferredfrom St. Petersburg to Constantino- hands of country merchant* are very much deGen. Grant has started for Mexico, to assume
at Londonville,Ohio, has been punished.Ho ple. An able diplomat i* needed at the lat- pleted. This fact put with the knowledge that,
correspondent,
whicn
has
been
made
so
promithe duties of President of the Mexican Southern
attemptedto rule the town by bulldozingand ter city to look after British interests
tho farming and industrial classesgenerally
nent in the Senate, is about as follows : Mcrailroad.
insult, when the citizen*Btfei3bte&put a rope Earl Spencer has stated in the House of Lords
are just now abundantly able to purchase,inCullough's(or the Debtp&yers’lbill fixed with
A Rochester (N. Y.) Coroner’s jury the consent of tho creditors the debt at *32,- around his neck and led him throngh the streets that separate compartmentsfor infected ani- dicate conclusively that both demand and conon exhibition, and he was only released upon a mals would be provided on wharves when foreign , sumption through the Bpriug must be
returned a verdict that a corporation which em- 000,000. made the coupons receivablefor taxes
promise never to show his face there again .... cattle were landed in England,and that the large. Collections have been slow, but
and
otner
dues
to
the
State,
aud
the
bonds
ployed an incompetent engineer, through whose
New York papers report that the large stock- Government would tako every possible moans it is evident that the banks have been
nnn-taxable. It fixed the rate of interest at an
holders of tho Chicago and Northwestern and to preventthe spread of disease. . -.Archbishop abundantly able to grant the credit* required.
incompetency a boiler explosion occurred which average of 4 per cent Riddleberger’s
bill,
the Chicago,Milwaukee and St Paul Railroad
resulted in the death of an employe, was grossMcCabe will, accordingto the London Morning While it is yet early to give judgment as to tho
which the Readjustersstand by, fixed the debt
Companies are considering plans for tho prac- Post, be made Papal Legate to Ireland, a posi- general condition of winter wheat, it is safe
ly and criminally negligent, and should be hold
at less than *20,000.000, made the coupons not
answerablefor the loss of life and property .... receivable for taxes, made tho bonds taxable, tical consolidation of these two railroad bvb- tion which has not been filled since the death to say, from our advices, that winter wheat
has not been seriously injured. The uncerHugh J. Jewett, the railroad magnate, has de- and tho rate of interest 3 nor cent It was tems....The manhead of a boiler in Brown, of CardinalCullen.
tain quantity as tc the wheat situation is
clined the Presidencyof the World’sFair Com- proposed to make this bill a law, without tho BonncllA Co.’s furnace at Youngstown, Ohio,
the extent to which spring-wheat sowing
blew out and three men were seriously scalded
missioE.
consentof the State’s creditors, on the ground
CONGRESSIONAL SUMMARY.
will be reduced, owing to the backwardness
otherwise hurt by tho escaping steam and
The remains of Col. J. N. Ross, of that it was just to both the creditors and the and
of tho spring. The severe weather has lean
Hying debris ; nine others were somewhat inState. Tho Rt-adjusters’bill excludesfrom the
Holmes, Mass., were cremated at the Lo Moyne
On the meeting of the Senate on the mom.
seriously felt by tho railroads in a large dejured.
State debt the interest accumulated during tho
crease of earnings, owing to the expense atfurnace at Washington,Pa.... The Earl of war aud the reconstructionperiod. McCulDiphtheriaof a malignant typo lias tag of Wednesday,M*rch 23, Mr. Voorheeaagain tending the clearing of snow and ice from tho
ubmltled
the
resolution
declaring
that
the
hostile
Caithness,a Scotch Peer, died in New York city lough’s bill includes this.
broken out at Ottawa, Ontario. Many deaths,
tracks, aud inabiiityto receive aud move merattitude assumed by the national banks to refundin his 69th year. . .Frederick Kingman, a wellchandise promptly.Regarding live-stock inparticularly among children, have taken place.
WASHINGTON,
known lawyer of Trenton, N. J., is dead.
ing the national debt at a lower rate of interest, and
terests, our Denver correspondenttelegraph*
....The contest for the Astley bell beJudge William H. Robertson, who tween Weston and Rowell, will take piace their recent attempt to dictate the legislation of that the losses on cattle will bo under 10 per
WEST.
cent, and that one-fifthof tho sheep are
Congress, are contrary to the best Interestsof the
led tho independent bolt in New York prior to in England, commencing June 20... V.
George Parrott, better known as
gone. This is by no means as bad as has been
people,and calculatedto exdte their alarm for the
Martha
Borum,
a
girl
of
16
years,
has
been
tho Chicago Convention, who has long been
“Big-nosed George," one of the Elk mountain
sentencedto the Illinoispenitentiary for arson. future. Mr. Morrill raised his point feared.
the personal and politicalopponent of Senator
... .A British man-of war has been dispatched of order that the resolution was not in enter,
murderers,was taken from jail at Rawlins.
Conkliug,and who is a near friend of Reuben
inssmuohas it was s legislativeproposition.
Wyo., by masked men and hanged to a tele- E. Fenton, who, at the Chicago Convention, from Canadian waters to intercept the steamer Mr. Voorhees spoke at length in opposition to the “There Were Tears on His Cheeks.’*
graph pole. . .The annual report of the Chica- headed the seventeen New York delegates Australia off the Sable islands. The Australia point of order. Mr. Morrill withdrew it, and the
“Lord bless you! but I had never
go, Burlington and Quincy road, operating who voted for Garfield, has been ap- has on board one Coleman, and it may be resolutionwan laid over. Mr. Dawes offered a resoothurs, who are
in lution for the election of Senate officers,naming the given him a second look. I knew that
2,771 miles of track, shows gross earnings of
pointed Collector of Customs for tbe
candidateseelected by the Republican caucus. The
*20.492,046.59.The amount expended for con- ])ort of New York. Mr. Fenton’s other the plot to blow up the London Mpmiion House.
he was a Norwegian,slow but solid,
A PittHbufgb
anjlbrityfor the following list of nominationswas sent in by the
struction and equipmentdaring the year was
friend, Gen. Merritt, was transferred to statementthat a number of slaves have been I’re Went: William H. Robertson, Collectorof Cus- hardly able to speak a word of English,
*8,207.899.71.After the payment of dividends London as Consul General The aptoms at tbe port of Now York; William Walter aud I never cared whether he had a reland all expenses there remaineda surplus of pointment of Robertson is said to be a severe sold at auction in Fairview, W. Va. The prices Tflielps,of New Jersey,Minister to Austria; Edwin
ranged
from
$80
to
*160....
Capt.
E.
P.
Dorr,
*1,022,380.17.
A. Merritt, of New York, Consul Gen- ative on earth. Perhaps it looks a
disappointment to Mr. Conkling ..... William
of Buffalo, whose, name is familiar to everybody eral to London; Adam Badeau, of
bit hard-Tiearted in me, but I am driven
Judge W. H. Birdsbll, who resides Walter Fiielps, nominatedto be Minister to interested in lake-marine matter!,' died in South New York, Charge td’Affairesin, Denmark;
from morning till night, ahd l must drive
Austria, is a wealthyyoung New Jersey ex-Conat New Madison, Dakota, has spent the weary
Lewis Wallace,of Indiana, Charge d'affaires in ParCarolina.
gressman.DOw traveling in Europe for his health.
agnoy and Uruguay : Michael J. Cramer, of Ken- the men under me. When I want a hoddays since the middle of January at La Crosse, He is an intimate personal friend and supporter
FOREIGN.
carrier I look for muscle, aud when I
tucky, Charge d’AffairesIn Switzerland; William
Wis., in vain endeavors to reach his home. He of Mr. Blaine and a friend pf Whitelaw Reid. It
E. Chandler, of New Hampshire, Solicitor General ;
have found muscle I don’t look further
A pension of 6,000 roubles has been
Samuel J. Phillips, of North Carolina,Judge of tho
predicts that there will come startlingstories of was Mr. Fhelps who was reportedto have furfor sentiment.”
granted
to
Col.
Dorjbky,
who
was
wounded
at
Court
of
Claims
;
L.
A.
Sheldon,
of
Ohio,
Governor
suffering when the railroadsare opined.... nished the loan which first enabled Mr. Reid to
“How did the accident happen?”
The jury in the case of young Kalloch, charged secure control of the New York Tribune ..... the time the Czar was assassinated r. I .Advices of , New Mexico; Thomas M. Nichol, of
Wisconsin, Commissioner of Indian Affairs;
“He stepped off the scaffold.”
with the murder of De Young, of the San Fran- Gen. Badeao, Gen. Grant’s biographer, re- from Berlin state that the emigration to
Edward 8. Moyer, United States Attorney of the
cisco Chronicle,B.tter being outtwenty-f our hours ceives a diplomatic promotion, being trans- America is so large that the steamship compa“And is badly hurt?”
Northern district of Ohio; George W. Atkinson,
brought in a verdict of not guilty.. u .The fur- ferred from the London Consul Generalshipto nies have been forced to charter extra steamers. United States Marshal, West Virginia; Bryan H.
“Yea, though I think ho will pull
niture factory of 8. Bishop A Co., at Cincinnati, the higher grade of Charge d’ Affaires to Den- ....Sir William Harcourt, of the Gladstone Langston, Collectorof Internal Revenue, Fifth disthrough.
Any man might have blundered
was fired by an incendiary and totally de- mark. The present Minister to Denmark,Mr. Cabinet, received from Manchestera par- trict of Missouri; Ellis G. Evans, Receiver of Public
Cramer, the broth er-in-latrof Gen. Grant, also cel, which he requested the police to open. Moneys, Ironton,Mo. And the followingPost- as he did, but siuco I have learned how
stroyed. •
masters: Michael Piggott, Quincy, I1L ; Dsniel SawA largely-attendedmeeting of the receives promotion, being transferredfrom It was found to contain a loaded pistol.... yer, Wabash, bid.; George K. Gilmer, Richmond. it was with him I’ve felt womanish iu
Charge d’ Affaires at Denmark to Ministerto A council of regency, of which the Empress of
heart.”
leading citizens of Chicago was hold in Central Switzerland, a somewhat higher rank. ..... Russia and the Grand Dukes Vladimir and Va. ; T. Morgan, Pulaski, Tonn. ; Charles M. Wilder,
Columbia, 8. C. ; Hamilton Jay, Jacksonville,
Fla.
“How was it?”
Music Hall, for the purpose of discussing the Thomas M. Nichol, of Wisconsin,who has been Nicholasare members,has been appointed to
“Well, he had just got hia hod filled
Mr. Dawes called up the resolutionfor the
appointed
.Commissioner
of
Indian
Affairs, is act in case of tho assassination of Alexander
project of oommemoratingthe anniversaryof
well known in the West and thronghout the III ____ A French force of 150, detailed to es- electionof officersof the Senate on Thursday, with bricks down there when two or
uie great fire by laying tne corner-stoneof a
country as Secretary of tbe Houest-Money tablish a telegraph line through a portion of March 24. After several dilatorymotions were voted three of his countrymen came along and
public library and art gallery. The deepestinLeague. He is a personalfriend of Gen. Gar- Senegambia, in Africa, routed 1,500 hostile down, s motion to adjourn was carried. During the told him that his baby boy was dead.
terest in the enterprisewas manifested. The
field. He has for some weeks been in charge natives who attacked them, killingICO of the
contributionsrequired will be very large
session there were some sharp passages between They had just come from his house on
Col J. 8. Wilson, for many years the General of the Indian Office. . .Gen. Lionet A. Sheldon, dusky warriors ____ The police of Madrid Senator Brown and SenatorLogan, and also be- Russell street to bring him the news.'
who
is named as Governor of New Mexicp,was discovered
secret store
1,600
Superintendentof the Chicago Division of the
tween SenatorsBrown and Hoar. Senator David He came up on the scaffold with his hod,
Western Union TelegraphCompany,has ten- an officerin the Union army, and at tho close rifles outside the barriers of the city.... Davis generallyvoted with the Republicans.
dered his resignation.... Old Abe, the famous of the war he settled in Now Orleans. He was A bomb with a lighted fuse attachedwas placed In a speech explaininghis course,he said probably intending to notify ma of his
war eagle of Wisconsin,died at Madison last elected to Congress three times successively outside the Royal Theater at Madrid, but was that the constitutionalmajority had a right to ap- ailliction. His eyes must have been full
week..,.The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Asso- from one of tho districtsof that citv. He is seen in time by the police ..... Two Frenchmen point the officers. SenatorGarland opposed the of tears, and as he stepped out he missed
a personalfriend of the President —
fren. Lew have been sentenced to eight months’ impris- present electionof officers, on the ground that it
ciation offers a pnrse of *20.0(K) for the fourhis distance and went to tho ground.
Wallace, now Governor of. New Mexico,goes to onment each for posting congratulatorypla- would work great injustice to the present incumnfile race next fall Three Eastern hones are
Paraguay
and
Uruguay
as Minister.... Judge cardi on tho death of the Czar on the dead- bents. Senator Cameron,of Pennsylvania, aaserted There were tears on his cheeks when wo
expected,
efforts will be made
determination of the Republicanside to sit
picked him up, and the only word he utto engage flyers from Australia ..... Phillips,of North Carolina, has l»een nominat- walls of Paris, and another Paris editor has the
ed for Judge of tho Court of Claims to succeed been sentenced to six months’ imprisonment the question out. Senator Brown accepted the issue,
tered was to speak his dead boy’s name.
Footpads in Chicago are getting too slow.
and atated hia intentionto sit here until December,
Fred Wallace, well known to the police, accom- Secretary Hunt ____ William E. Chandler has and a fine of 200 francs for publish- before he wonld consent to change officers. I had looked upon him only as an old
panied by two companions, stopped Edward de been appointed SolicitorGeneral of the Treas- ing an articleapplauding tho assassination. . The President nominated the following Post- Norwegian, but I found that he was a
Joseph O. Jones, Terre Haute, Ind. ; Henry
Anguera, a music-teacher,late at night, with ury.
The city of Nice, in the South of masters:
husband and father, a man with love and
Davis, Bedford,Ind. ; Hamilton E. Baker, Rolla,
intent to rob him. Wallace pushed a revolver
A Washington telegram to the ChiMo.
;
Henry
N. Cook, Columbia, Mo. ; Presley C. faith, a father who went homo at night,
France, has been tho scene of a sonl-sickening
into De Anguera's face, but receiveda ballet
Lane, Palmyra, Mo. ; CornellCrysler,Independence,
cago Tribune says “ there has been a great deal
to coo with his baby and kiss the wife
horror. , The opera-house,during a performin bis laugs before he had time to state his
Mo. ; William Lydwith, Jacksonville,
FIs. Charles P.
of speculation as to what course the Secretary ance, and while a large number of people were Chandler, Rcedver of Public Motleys at Oberlin,Has. who had left all behind to follow him
business.
the scats and stalls, took tiro and Thomas H. Cavanaugh, Register of Land Office at •over the sea, and I tell you I feel like
Owing to a sudden thaw, terrible of the Treasury will take to provide for the occupying
space of Oberlin,Kas.
payment of the bonds which become redeema- was consumed in an incredibly-short
asking his forgivenessand doing all I
floods have occurred along the Upper Misour
ulo in May and July, in case an extra session of time. It is believed that not less than
On the meeting of the Senate on Friday,
cau to soften the grief which lias come
river and in the Platte valley. Many lives have Congress is not called for the purpose of pass- 200 people were roasted alive. A cable March 25, Mr. Ingallsoffereda resolutioncalling on
upon his humble home."— Exchange.
dispatch gives the followingparticulars
ing
funding
bill
It
is
announced
been last and an immense amount of property
tbe Secretaryof War for a list of appointments, othof tho holocaust: The fire oommenced soon after
destroyed. Fort Pierre was inundated,aud its that Secretary Wtndom has, among other
er than those in the army, made in his department
projects, considered , that
using tho curtain had risen for the performance of
inhabitants fled to the hills.
THE MARKETS.
money in the treasury to buy, before “Lucia di Lammermoor." A majorityof the since the 1st of December,1879, to March 4, 1881, and
Daniel Keistler, a stock-raiser,was tbe 1st of next December,$150,000,000of 6- victimsbelong to theworkii g class. Shortly under wjiat provisionsof law said appointments bad
boon made. Mr. Dawes calledup his resolutionfor
NEW YORK.
shot dead in 8au Bernardino county, Cal., by a per-cent bonds. It has also been asserted that after the fire began tho gas exploded,and the tbe electionof Senate officers,the pending moBeetki ............................
$9 50 @12 OO
this plan embraces the idea that it will bo prac- house was plunged into complete darkness. tion being that to postpone its oofiskMrateon until Uooh ..............................
ti 00 (4 0 40
renegade Indian, on account of some trifling
ticable to avoid the necessity of issuing tho A scene of terror aud dismay ensued which the first Monday in December. The debate was inCotton ............................
11
difficulty. Borne Indians hi the vicinity deliv- *104,000,000of 4-per-cent bonds. There is beggars description.A detachmentof sailors terrupted frequentlyby motions to adjourn Flour— Superfine..................
3 60 @ 4 10 *'
ered the murderer to the authorities, but soon some reason to believe that a project like that from the squadron In the harbor arrived on tho aud to go into executive session. Mr. Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 14 @1 15
No. 2 Winter ..............1 22 @ 1 24
after a number of masked men took him out above outlined has been taken into considera- scene, andidisplayed
great gallantry in resenmg Johnston, of Virginia, and Mr. Saulsbury did most of the speech-making, their themes Conn— Ungraded ................... 67
69
aud hung him.
tion, but nothing is known regardingthe prob- tho people and combating the fire, which was being Muhonc, Uiddlel>erger ahd repudiation.
Oats— Mixed Western ..............
42 (4 43
subdued
toward
10
o’clock. Htrakosch, tho The President nominated:AKsinUuit Secretary of Pork— Mesa ........................ 15 60 @16 75
ability
that
it will be adopted.
THE SOUTH.
impresario, was slightly hurt. One whole
Solicitor General Phillips refuses faintlyof five persons and another of three per- State, Robert R, Hitt, of Illinois.AssistantUnited/ La«p .............................. 10£(4 11
A convention was held at LexingStatesTreasurer at San Francisco.Cal., Nathan W.
CHICAGO.
to accept the Judgeship of the Court of Claims, sons are known to have perished. Relief sub- Spalding. Assistant Appraiserat San Francisco,
BEEVES-Choice Graded Steers ..... 6 55 @ 0 15
ton, Ky., to protest against exorbitant railroad
Cows
and
Heifers
.........2 90 @ 4 00
Charles
M.
Leavy.
Postmasters,
John
McKenny,
to which he was nominated by tho President.
scriptions fpr the sufferers have been opened
rates. Speeches were made by Rev. Green Clay
Jr., Aledo, 111. ; William Rule. Knoxville, and WillMedinm to F«lr ...........4 75 (4 5 10
throughout
Nice.
Most
of
tho
artists
Robert R. Hitt, of Chicago, longiam 8. Tipton. Cleveland,Toon. ; Elliot H. L. Rog- Feoub— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 6 75 @ 6 00
Smith and Hon. James Blackburn.Tho resowere in tho dressing-roomsand were aware of
Good to Choice Spring Ex. . 5 00 («i 6 25
ers, Red Oak, Iowa; George K. Foote,Jackson, Tenn.
lutions adopted suggest that the question of time Secretaryof the Legation at Paris, has their danger,but it was too lAte to escape. The
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ..............I 02 @ 1 03
In tho United States Senate, on Saturday,
freight discriminations be made an issue in the been nominatedFirst Assistant Secretary of choristers rushed along the narrow passage in
No. 3 Spring ..............
93 (4 94
coming campaign.
State.
the darkness, presumably unable in tho crush March 26, after acme argumenbon tho propriety of Corn-No. 2 ............. ......... 40 (4 41
Oath-No.
i
.......................
32
<4 33
Major Kirby, of the internal-revenue A Washington dispatch says that “per- to esca]>e. The bass, tenor, and baritone must electing new officers, an adjournmentwas effected, Rye-No.
...................
97 @ 1 00
have been suffocated. Some of the bodies Mr. Mthone having the floor for Monday. The
Barley— No. 2. ....................
104 (4105
service, has had a bloody battle with the four mission is finally given to announcetho fact found are so horribly charred that recog31
President nominated Charles E. Van Pelt, to be Poet- Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 30
Middleton brothers, whoso illicitstill is on the that it has been decided by the Cabinet not to nition is impossible. The body of one
Eons— Freeh. ....................
.. 15
ifl
master
at Seward, Neb.; W. C. Bnindage, to be SurPork— Moss .......................
15 12XC41525
border of Virginia and Kentucky. Kirby had call an extra session. This decisionis subject of tho singers has been recognized.
veyor
of
Customs
at
Michigan
City,
Ind.,
and
C.
H.
Lard ............................
10^(4 10%.
a posie of twenty citizens.Joe, Bill and Tom to tbe reservationthat, if circumstancesshall The cause of the fire was ar leak in the gasMILWAUKEE.
Middleton were killed,and five of their men seem to make it necessary, Congress may be pipes behind the scenes. The leak was caused Smith,' to bq Receiver of Public Moneys at WashingWheat— No. 1 .....................
1 04 @ 1 07
fatally injured. The revenue officer will renew convened in tbe early fall, but there will be no suddenly,in some way unknown, and allowed ton, Minn.
No. 2 .....................
1 01 (4 1 02
great volumes of gas to escape. This ignited
the fight when sufficientlyreinforced..... summer session.’’
The galleries of tbe Senate Chamber were Cobh— No. 2 ....................... 39 (4 40
before the leak was discovered from the rear
Oats-No. X ................. ...... 31 (4 32
The bill to submit to the people a constitutional
Gen. Badeau, now Consul General at stage lights,and tho explosionwhich followed jammed on Monday, March 28,- in anticipationof a: ItYK— No. 1 ......................
.. 98 <4 09...
amendment prohibitingthe manufacture, imsensationaldebate.Among the auditors was Mrs.
Barlky— No. 2. ................... * 87
88
itation or sale of alcoholic drinks was dc- London, declines the position of Charge d’ Af- at once set all the sceneryand inflammable
J’ork— Mess .......................
15 25 (4I5 60
eatod in the Texas House of Representatives faires to Denmark, to which he was nominated material on the stage on fire, aud before Sprague. Sonuk r Mahone devoted three hours to
the audience recovered from their first hor- the task of making his positionon repudiation clear, Lxhd ..............................10#<4 10X
by a vote of 54 yeas to 31 nays, not the requisite by the President.
8T. LOUIS.
ror tho entire bnilding was in flames. and roundedoff In a few extemporaneousremarks Wheat— No, 2 Red. ................ 1 04 A 1 05
two-thirds.... Leonard and Doyle, two stock
Treasury officials estimate the reduc- To add lo tho calamity, some one turned the A feeble attempt was made toward the electionof Oorn— Mixed.,; .......... ........ 41
men of Jack county, Texas, had a dispute.
42
They met in a secluded place to settle. There tion of the publio debt, for March at not less gas off In the efforts to stop the fire, and then officers.The PresidentnominatedWilliam TL Craig Oats— No. 2 ........................ 36 <4 37
1 04 <4 1 05
wss one witness. Leonard’ Wiled Doyle and than *5,000,000..., Tho naval Board of Inquiry a terriblepanic ensued. The audience became for Postmaster at Albany, N. Y, Mr. Craig is tbe Rye. ...............................
Pork— Mess. ............ .......... 15 50 (415 75
frantic,and in their endeavorsto escape all
mortallywounded the witness.
recommendsa detail of five officersand thirty- sought personalsafety, and the weaker aud the present Postmaster.
Uao .............................. 10*(4 10%
Six of the men implicated in the stage five meu for tho Jeannetteexpedition.
CINCINNATL
women were remorselesslyknocked aside and
In the United States Senate, on Tneaday, WHEAT. ............................
1 08 <4 1 09
robbery near Oakland, Texas, have been capttrampled
upon.
Many
of
the
actors
and
chorns
GENERAL.
March 28, Wade Hampton denied the statement of Cohn ..............................46 (4 47
ured.
were burned to death.
Gen. Mahone that the Democratictarty hod repu- Oats ...............................37 (4 38
The Mexican Southern Railroad ComBy* ...........................
..... 1 12 (4 1 13
Mb. John. P. T. Daviess, a promiParnell addressed a mating in Lon- diated the debt of South Carolina. Mr. Brown re- Hoax—
Mess ...... ................. 14 75 (415 00
neit lawyer of Harrodsburg, Ky., blew ont his pany has been organized in *New York. U. 8. don and urged tbe organization of< land futed the charge that he bad withheld the mlMtia of Lard .............................. lOfci 10*
brains with a revolver.
Grant was chosen President; G. M. Dodge, Vice
TOLEDO.
leagues in England and Scotland for the pur- Georgia from tfaeUonfedeieleerase. Mr. Deckridt.
Wheat-No. 1 White. .............. 1 05 @ 1 00
President; And Russell Sage, Treasurer. A respose of educatingpublic opinion on the land culed the Republicansfor picking up Readjuster
No. 2Red .................
1 07 (4 1 08
•
POLITICAL.
olution was- adopted requesting Gen. Grant to
question. In the course of his Remarks he Riddleberger.
Messrs.
SaQogg had a Corr— No. 2 ......... .............44 44 45
proceed to Mexico to representthe interests of
On the ground that his laurels are yet the company. Ba-ProsideutDiaz, Gen. Mejia stated that money was pouring.in from Ameri- war of words in regsrd lo the infamy of Loniaiana Oats ...............................37 <4 38
DETROIT.
ca at the rate of *20,000 a week. Resolutions politics.The followingrevenue appointments were
unearned, Postmaster General Jamee has de- and ex-Mmister Romero am interested in' tne
Seventh FLOURc-Choioe ....................
5 00 (4 6 25
were adopted to constitutethe NationalLand made: Charlee C. Johueon.Store-Keeper,
project.
. .The Chief Engineer of the Mexican
WheaY-No.
1
White.
............1 04 g 1 05
clined an invitation to dine with the merchanta
League of Great Britain, with Jqhtin McCarthy district, and W. H. Havers. H. L. Harlan and Edward
Government,having surveyed the Tehnante- as President ____ An attempt has boqn made to P. Botaford,Fifth district, Kentucky.
Cohn— -Na ..... .......... ..... 4® ft 47
of New York. . .The Rhode Island Democrats
Oath—
• ®7
63
pec route, reports Capt Eads’ project entirely
assassinate the Governor of Baku, Russia.
have nominated Mr. Horace M. Kimball for practicable.
Barley (per ceiitaiy..
..... .. 1 60 <4 249*
Pork— Mesa .......................
16 06 (4 16 25
Governor, John O. Perry for Secretaryof
Oscar de Lafayette, a member of 1 It is now estmiated that the forests of Seed—
Clover .......... ...........4 80 (4 5 05
On the petition of Henry Yillard,
State, Francis L. O’Reillyfor Attorney GenAmerica will he all Aised up at the end
INDIANAPOLIS.
eral, and Arnold X. Burdick for Htate Treas- President of the Oregon Railway and Naviga- tho French Senate,died in Paris lately,aged
of another thirty years, am] a man who
Whkat-No. 2 Bed ................ 107 (A 1 08urer. ResolutionsindorsingBen Hill and de65 years. Being a grandsonof tbe Marquis
Couk-No. 2 ........... ....... .... <44
45
tion Company, the Superior Court in New
wants
to go hunting will have to sit on a
who aided the American colonieshi achieving
noandjig Maboae wore adopted. •> v,
„
Oath ................. ............. 35
37
York has enjoined the Northern Pacific their independence, it was tbe intentionof drawbridge and shoot at sailors.
PoRK-Mese ......... ....: ......... 1475 @15 00
A State convention of colored voters, road from issuing the 180,000 shares of
EAST LIBERTY,
;
President Gravy to send him to the Yorktown
common
stock
proposed
to
be
given
to
its
held in Baltimore,adopted resolutionsdeclar5 25 <4 565
Centennialto represent the republic of France.
P. T. B arnum is a most rigidly tem- CaTTLK— Beet ......................
projectors.It is believed that a large porFair .....................
4 50 (4 5 00
....The father of Roosaakoff, the assassin, perance man, the teetotal eat Kind of a
ing that the Federal patronage is not diatribtion of these shares have already been
Common .................. 8 75 (4 4 80
has shot himself.
teetotaler,
but
he
kbeps
hi*
own
private
Hoos
..............................
5 75 @ 0 70
thrown upon the stock market Yillard states
SHEEP ........................
.... 525 (4 600-.
xoe roioroa voiers are enuucu 10 a that a fond of *12,000,000was made up in
The Nihilist colony in Geneva tbreat- b’ar tender, all the same.
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surrounded the building and attempted
his capture alive, but Ebert, who preferred death to arrest, with a dagger in

hand made a desperate effort to escape, and was shot down in his tracks.
HOLLAND OTTY. MICHIGAN.
Ho lived one hour after being shot, but
would reveal nothing. The only words
If tBe n^w Czar of Russia turns out
he uttered were: “You’ve got me,
badly it won’t be because the American
newspapers don’t tell him how lie ought
One tiling that we can depend upon
to run his Government
forthis year, and that is the pesky and
It has generally l>een supposed that pestilential locust He is coming, and
Robert T. Lincoln is the youngest man his coming threatens to be as terrible as
who ever held a seat in the Cabinet ; but an army with banners. There are two
Alexander Hamilton was Secretary of the broods of locusts, one appearing every
his

boys.’’ '

Treasury at 32.

;

seventeen years, the other every thirteen
years. By an appalling coincidenceboth

Germany now ranks

third in popu-

broods are to appear together this year.
lation of the great countries of the world. Prof. Riley, of Washington, who has
The recent census shows

45,194,172. Russia
States stand

fourth.

?

first

'

a

population of

and the

United

andeocond} and France

|

P

The man who sued

'*

a theater

manager

hottcr, and tie propositionto fix a dar for *
joint conventionof tho two houses for the nomAgain— Electric mation of a compileroccur led nearly an entire
Kcprcnentatlve day in the House recently,and win finally

Capital PiniUhinent
Light Companion Dintrict Keapportlonment— Making
and Kepairing Chartent-SouicBig
Appropriation!!—The Additional A«j

lum

Bill—

»

MUcellaneouN.
Lansjno, March 26, 1881.

It

has been customary for an eccentric

IICHHsAI LEGISLATURE.

sional articles to the papers of that city attempting to prove that the onme of murder is
fearfully

ou the

increase, and that the only

remedy for such increaseit the restoration of
the death penalty,which was abolishedin the
Btato in 1846 for murder, but is ye*t in force in
cases of treason.

Wo

fail

to see wherein trea-

son is a worse crime than murder, however,
and so do oUiers. lie present* tive Wyckoff,of
Oakland county, appears to side with Mr.
Bishop in his views, so has introduced a bill
anieuuing existinglaws so they shall read as
follows

:

“ All murder which shall be perpetrated by
made a study of the locusts, locates means of poison, or lying in wait, or any other
them for this year. He says : “ The kind of willful, deliberate and premeditated
killing,or which shall be committed in the perseventeen-yearlocusts will be particu- petration or attempt to perpetrateany arson,
larly plentiful in Marquette and Green rape, robbery or burglary,shall bo deemed
murder of the first degree, aud shall be punLake counties, in Wisconsin, and may ished by being hung by the neck until dead, or
also appear in the western part of North by solitaryconfinement at hard labor m Uie
Btato prison for life, as the jury by whom the
Carolina,in Northern Ohio, and a few conviction was made or the J lidge by whom
in Lancaster county, Pa., and West- confession was received shall determine. The
jury before whom any person indicted for murchester county, N.
They will also der shall be tried shall, if they find such perbe abundant in the neighborhoodof son guilty thereof, ascertain in their verdict
it bo
murder oi
of the
first orsooonuueor second de: whether
"ueiueru
uomuruer
moiu-Hi
W heeling, and will probably extend | gree, and shall detoradno and deliver with their

cery; authorizingthe incorporation of
members of the bar; making appropria-

killed.Borne of the loading lawyers of Detroit
contend that the proposition to buy the Howell tions of $166,000 for Michigan University;
swamp-land grab for a ditch in Clarence,Galcompilation, or any other the State
!e chooses, is
boun county ; also House bills to set off part of
not unoonstrtntional.
Obhkrveh.
the town of Fair Haven, Huron county, and
call it the Town of Winaor; granting patents

citi-

zen of Detroit, Mr. Leri Bishop, to write occa-

railroads of the State; amending section 6,059
relstiveto the Jurisdirtion of Courts of Chan-

Tuesday, March

22.— Senate.—

The

Presi-

dent appointeda committeeof conferenceon

^•MUnd rt° J?60** w- Fo,t«r, of Allegan, aud
Wilbam H. Harris, of Branch. At the closing
of the House Congressman Horr, who was
present, was called upon for a few remarks on
the state of the country.

the diaagreemontof the two houaoa on the bill

in referenceto depoaltions,Messrs. Ambler,

Friday,March 25.-8iNATK.-The following

were passed : Senate bill authorizingthe
Kilpatrick and Wlnaor. The following- were
read a third time and passed i House bill ex- incorporation of the Michigan Millers' Mutual
tending the boundariesof the Ishpeming school Insurance Companiss ; protectinggame and
district ; Senate bills relative to Circnit Court
amendingthe game laws*; to establishan apCommissioners;establishingtwo voting precincts pointive Board of Educationin Detroit ; House
in Franklin and Houghton counties ; for set- bills to protect brukomeu by requiringa guard
tlements aud compromisesby Joint wrong- fringe advancedbefore all bridges over the
doers ; House bills making an appropriationof track ; appropriating$15,600 for the Fish Com$16,750 for a now lecture hall at the Reform missioners. The Senate concurredin tho Hons#
resolution for adjournmentfrom next Thurs^
School ; $100,000 for a new insane asylum ;
making certifiedcopies of tho signal service of day to the’ evening of Wednesday following.
the United States evidence in court ; Senate Tho bill to reapportion the Representatives
bill* taring the members from the Upper Penin- Among tho several counties and district*of tho
sula $5 a day ; for all exhibitionof the horti- State was made the special order for April IS.
bills

cultural and pomologioal productions of the
Btato at Boston next fall ; reiucorporating
Bay
City. Richmond
Backus, State stationers, asked
fullest investiga-

A

for the

House.— Petitions were received for the submission of a prohibitoryconstitutional

amend,

meut in 1882. Tho following bills passed on

tion of tho charges profaned againstthem. third reading ; ReincorporatingMarine City I
The Governor sent to the Senate the follow- changingthe name of James S. Eugene and
ing uominatioiiB, which were confirmed in ex- BwiJ. Bull to Hazel. Mr. Hubbard offered a.
certain i>erformance, though advertised
ecutive session : Trustee of Michigan Asylum resolution that a reprint of the laws had be
for the Insane, in place of Edwin C. Nichols, come nt-coHsary, and this Legislatureshould
to bo put on sale at an hour when ho
resigned, Ira R, Graham, of Monroe; member cause a new compilationto be made. Mr. Earle
was there to buy, had already been put
moved to Uy the resolution on the table. Mr.
of the Board of Fish Commissioners, Joel C.
Hubbard demanded the yeas and nays, hut his
Parker,
of
Grand
Rapids:
members
of
tho
Btato
into the hands of speculators, has gained
Board of Healln,Arthur Hazlewood, of Grand demand was not seconded,and tho resolution
a verdict of $500.
Rapids, and Robert 0. Kedzio, of Lansing; was tabled, with only two or three vote* in the
down into Maryland, Virginia and the vertdicl v)'hic#h?f tho P/mwtonents provided in members of tho State Board of Agriculture, negative. At the afternoon session a concuri section1 of this act shall be visited upon such
rent resolution for an adjournment from Thurs1). Webster Childs, of Yprilanti, and Thomas D,
A man at Plainfield, Ind., desired to District. I he thirteen-yearbrood will, | convicted person ; but if such person shall be JeweVj of Owohbo; State Salt Inspector, Geo. day next until tho evening of the following
in all probability,appear in Southern ! conyi(;tod bv confession, the court shall pro- W. Hitt, of East Saginaw; member of the Wednesdaywas adopted.
leave his traveling bag aud
i
^ ’ *
1 ceoa
ceod uy
by examination oi
of witnesses to determine
Saturday,March 26. -Senate. —Tho Judiwhile he walked to a place twenty miles ' Ihinois, throughoutMissouri, with the tho degree of the crime, and shall render judg- Board of Control for the State Public School,
Isaac A. Fancher, of Mount Pleasant All the
ciary Committee reported adversely on the
*1 ___
is.ij ______ i eiceotinn of tho nnrthwput rnmnr in pent and determine tho punishmentaccorddistant. He put them in a field, unpro- 1 excePtion the northwest corner, in
above appointment* are for the term of six
bill to amend sections 7,686 to 7,688, relativeto
years, except that of State Salt InsiwctorNotwitha tan ding a long and able report wrb
tected from thieves except by the sign, * Loui8iana»Arkansas, Indian Territory,
at St.

Louis because the best seats for a

.... ,

-

overcoat

Y.
...
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’

.

1

*
1

,
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offenses against property, and the bill was laid
made in the Senate by ex-Qov.Crouwell, then a
House.— Bills passed:To pay the Register of
on tho table. The following passed on third
Senator, in 1865, upon a petition numerouHlv Shiawasseecounty a salary instead of foes; for
House bills reinoorporating Jonesuntouched when he returned.
Georgitt. North ijnd South Higned, asking for the restoration of the death the publication of geological report*; prohibit- reading:
villu ; grantingswamp lands to build the Monpenalty, in which ho said : “The old idea that
Carolina.”
ing Aldermen from holding elective or ap- astique River State road. The House bill to
severity of punishment is necessary to create a
incorporate electric light companies was made
At the Executive Mansion, in Washdread of crime has been fully exploded. * * pointive offices within one year after their AlDied from congestion of the brain, Experience has showu that capital offenses
the special order for Tuesday afternoon. Adington, there is a post similar to that of
dermanio terms expire; Senate bill to improve
caused by jumping the rope, was the havo uot, since tho aboliliou of this provision, Black river, Cheboygancounty,so that boats journed until Monday evening.
House.— The business done in the House waa
an exchange reader in a daily newspaper
increased greatly beyond the proportionate drawing five feet of water can navigate it; to
cause of the death certified to by the
growth
of population, nor relativelyfaster than
unimportant.
The Secretaryof State reported
oflice. This place is’ filled by Mr. Morauthorize the Governor to appoint a stenographer
family physician in the case of Rachel in other States where tho penalty is still enthat the manual would be ready for delivery on
of
the
Saginaw
Circuit
Court
at
$1,200
a
year;
ton, who served under President Hayes.
Mr. WyckofPs bill seems to meet with
Ducewyds, aged 5 years and 6 months, forced,"
to punish embezzlement and unlawful possasfavor by a part of the legislators,yet it is not
Monday, March 28.— House. —At the opening
He goes through 200 or 300 papers a
siou of railroad tickets ; for the incorporation
who was buried in New’ York the other supposed that it can pass either house.
of the House this morning do quorum was
of
subordinate
tents of the Knight* of Maccaday, cuts out everything he thinks the
JKLECTEIC LIGHT.
day. Little Rachel was one of seven
bees of tho World : to amend act 205 of 1879 present A recess was taken until afternoon.
The House passed a bill to provide for the
President ought to see, arranges his
children. She was a bright, ' pretty ! formation
Traation of electric light companieswithin for the preservationand maintenance of the The followingbills were adversely reportedby
clippings in topical scrap-books, and
this State, but when tho Seuato reached it ou originalsection corners and quarter posts as the Judiciary Committeeand tabled : House
child, and a great favorite with her comthe report of the committee it was made a surveyed and recorded ; to providefor the en- bills to amend the sectionsrelative to Justakes the books in once a day for the
rollment of contributing members in each companions. She was very fond of jump- special order for March 2!), at 2 o’clock p. m.
tices’ Courts; amending the laws relative to
pany and battery of State troops | to repeal the
President’s inspection. By tliis system
The cousideration
of the bill for tho
the examination of husband or wife as wit__
I ing the
* Vy rope.
A W£'v • A
A & little
A A V u A V> £^A*A
girl who
XIV/ played
act
relating
to
the
relief of the families of
BKAPPOUTIONMENT
nesses; relative to the competencyof wita Preradent can. it he gives sufficient| much with herfmid ..Kachei would al- of Bepresentafivedistrictsoi the State has also volunteers mustered from this State into nesses; simplifyingtho forms of proceedings
tune to the matter, keep almost as well ! wfty8 jumpas long „„ she
8ome. been made a special order of the Senate for tho service of the United States ; to amend an in Justices' Court*; amending laws relative
act to confirmdeeds and instrument*intended
Apiil 13, at 2 p. m.
to Justices and constables: amendingthe laws
posted on public opinion as ttio chief timeB
would jnmp
^ 100i
for the conveyance of real estate in certain
MORE CHARTERS REPAIRED.
relative to replevin; amending the laws relative
editor of a great daily.
The past few days has witnesseda wonder- cases ; in relation to cost* in Circuit Courts and to {'rebate Courts. The bill for the oompensaaud then she would have to sit down, she
Supremo Courts ; to amend the act relative to tion of county officersand tho pavment of fee*
fully largo grist of chartersthat have been
proceedingsagainst debtors by attachment* ; was adversely reported, but ordered printed
Prof. Martins, a well-known writer would be so tired. She always wanted ground through the Legislative mill, some having been put uito tho hopper for the first time, to amend tho laws relative to publicationand aud placed upon the general order, and referred
on international law, publishesan article to come in as often as any of us was and others for iheir semi-annualrepairs, many sale of reports of the Supreme Court; to
to the oommittee of the whole. The following
in the St. Petersburg Goto, urging inter- 1 iumPiu£used to try to get her to of our city 'and village charters being like an amend the act for the incorporationof cities
pa*sod on third reading:House bill* rcincorold wagon, needing constant watching and fre- to amend act 156 of 1875 relative to taxation porating Howard City and rdaooiporaUiig
national co-operation against conspiracy.
(l°wn aud look at us, but she would quent mending. Among a few thus legislated of shares of nationalor State bank stock; Charlevoix.
He says that if Russia could seal up her j not rest ftS lou£ “f she coul(l jumP*” about are Detroit,Lansing, Cold water, Bay to provide for the safety of brakemen
City, East Saginaw, Charlotte,Eaton Rapids, and other employes on railroads (this bill
The Transvaal) South Africa.
territory against plots emanating from Another of Rachel s little companions Dowagiac and a host of lesser ones.
obliges railroad companies to erect frames at a
Transvaal
(that is “across the VaaL”)
TAXATION OY BANK STOCK
suitabledistance on each side of low bridges
Paris, Geneva and London she could said: “She used to be very fond of
is a subject that has called out quite a little spanning the track, and suspend from tho lies between latitude 22 degrees 27 minsoon settle accounts with the Nihilists. jumping what we called ‘ pepper, salt, lobby of interested spectators, tho Houae hav- frames rope fringes that will reach within a utes 8, and longitude27 degrees 81 minThe conservativepress of Russia urges, mustard, cider, vinegar;’ that’s when ing passed a bill to tax the stock in the village foot of the top of the cars, and. by coming in ntes E. Its northern boundary is the
or city where the bank dooA business rather contact
------ with
—
brakemon,
— — ——
warn them of
a V4
danger Oori or Limpopo River, which here rani
as measures of reprisal against Switzer- we l>egin to jump slow, and keep jump- than in the township,village or city where its
ahead) ; to amend laws relative to the organi- from west to east; the eastern is formed
land, a rupture of diplomaticrelations, ing faster till we get to ‘ vinegar,’ when owner lives. The oppeneuts of the bill hope zation of the militaryforces of the State of by the continuation of the Drachenberg
they have talked the bill daad in tho Senate.
Micblgan.
the expulsionof tho Swiss from Russia,’ I yon havo to ilimP “ fast as y°u can-”
Mountains; the southern ia the Vaal
numerous appropriations
Wednesday, March 23.— vSxnatz.—The Lieuhave been made during tho week by
River, and the western and undefined
a prohibitorytariff against Swiss mer- The attendingphysician said : “I have
one or both houses, some of them tenant Governor appointed Mr. Ambler Chair, line separating it from the country of the
no
doubt
that the child died from over
chants, and encouragementto Germany
largo ones, and tho whole aggregating man of the Committee of Appropriations and
Betjuanas. The total area is 114,360
exertion in jumping the rope. She was a “right smart" little pile of dollars and
to annex Switzerland.
Finance,in place of John T. Rich, resigned, square miles, and the population— accents. Both houses have passed a bill approa healthy child, and had 'met with no I priating $16,750 for ttio building of a new and Senatorlooker to fill the vacancy on tho cording to the official returns of 1877— is
Near Steuben, Me., a woodman went accidents. It is a very common thing I le.turohall, barn, otc., at the Reform School same committee. The Senate passed the fol- 800,000, probably a rough estimate, from
lowing Senate bills : AuthorizingJudges
out alone in the woods with his ax on for children to injure themselves by I located in this city.
which little can be known aa to the fighti The Senate haH passed a bill appropriating of Probate in certain counties to aphis shoulder.A huge black bear came jumping too much. It often leads to $72,000 for the current exi*enHe8 of the State point a Probate Register ; to amend sec- ing strength of the people who have detion 6,237 relativeto Probate Court*; to fied the power of the British Empire.
upon him and gave chase. It was a hot heart disease, especially where there is Public School at Coldwaterfor two years and amend
the act for the incorporation of Potschefstroom,the seat of Government,
$11,300for putting in gas-works,buildings, rerace, and ended in the bear getting near a predisposition to it. Many little hoys pairs, etc., at the same institution.It is manufacturing companies ; making an appro- is by land 960 miles northeast of Otpe ’
priation of $83,300 for the BUte Public School ;
enough to clap his fore foot on the man’s injure themselves in their attempts at claimed that as good gas can be made for $1.25 for the formationof county and town agricult- Town. The region is describedaa a vast
~ir thousand feet as the State is now pajing
shoe. The man tripped and fell, and, walking-matches,riding the bicycle and . for.
ural societies ; for the protection and preserva- plateau, sloping to the north, supported
The
Senate
has
also passed a bill appropriat- tion of deer, ruffled grouse, colin or quail, by the coast line of mountains, which,
in falling, turned with marvelous dex- other feats of endurance.”
pinnated grouse, wild turkey, speckled trout presenting a bold mural buttress, or esing $109,550to the Reform School for Girls, loterity and dealt the liear a terrific blow
cated at Adrian. Of this amount $22,000 are and grayling, and prohibiting the shipment of carpment, to the low country at their
for tho current expensesfor two years, $44,500 the same from the State ; making appropriabetween his eyes, sinking the ax into
feet, stretch away on their western flank
Elephant Dentistry.
for building two additionalcottages, and the tions of $109,650 for the Michigan Rehis brain. Another blow finishedhim,
One of the Indian elephants some remainder for buildingengine, coal and gas form School for Girls ; to amend sec- into immense undulating plains. At
tions 1,801 and 1,804 relativeto the sup- right angles to the coast range another
and the man’s life was saved. The bear time since had the misfortuneto wrench house, gas apparatus,furniture, grading, etc., port
of poor persons by their relatives ; to re- belt of very high lands, called the Magaetc.
was a splendid fellow, weighing 400 off a portion of its trunk which had got Both houses have passed a bill giving the peal the act to authorize the establishmentof a liesberg, runs east and west, farming a
caught in a noose of rope, and the largHouse of Correction in Jackson; to repeal the
pounds. Two cruel- looking gashes on est African specimen, whose huge pro- Board of Fish Commissioners $16,500; $8,000 sections of the compiled laws relstive to com- water shed between the Vaal and Limfor 1881 and $7,500 for 1882. The bill passed
the head testified to the sharpness of portions are well known to the frequent- the House by a good majorityafter a long aud pleting the Judicial organizstionof the State. popo rivers. The southern face of this
The Senate bill to preventand punish the adul- range also presents long and undulating
the ax which the woodmanjhad so skill- ers of the Gardens, met with an accident spinted discussion, but in tho Senate it lacked teration of articlesof food, drink snd medicine,
one vote of enough to pass it, chen Senator
plains, generally well watered and
by which its tusks wore broken off; the
fully winded.
Strong changed his vote from no to yes, and and the sals thereof when adulterated, was de- wooded, and abounding in large game.
stumps subsequently grew into the thus saved tho bill by tho closest possible feated.
House.— The appointment nf Dr. Samuel S. To the north, approaching the Limpopo,
The late Senator Sharon, of Cali- cheeks, causing it excruciating pain, and chance.
Tho bill for tho establishmentof
Garrique,of Saginaw, to prepare certain sta- high parallel chaina of hills appear,
necessitatingand immediate remedy.
fornia, did not put in an appearance at
through the openings in which flow
_
THE ADDITIONAL ASYLUM
The intrepid Superintendent
undertook
tistics in reference to the saline products of the
any period of the extra session of Coumall streams. The average height of
State, was announced. The following bills
the plateau inhabited by Europeans is
gress, which commenced on March 18, heyethe poor beast. Having prepared discussed iu committee of the whole m the
passed on third reading : Senate bill approprifrom 4,000 to 5,000 feet, but many of the
ating
$37,000
for
the
School
for
the
Blind;
a
gigantic
hook-shaped
lancet
he
bandSenate
pu
Tuesday
was
referred
to
the
Com1879, and ended on July 1, of that year; ------ -----House bills appropriating $81,000 for the mountain peaks reach an elevation of
—
------- j -----mittoe on Appropriationsaud Finance. It first
»«. by order of tho Becretery of the
providedfor tho appointment of a commission Pontiac Asylum for the Insane ; amend- 9,000 or 10,000 feet, and a part of the year
Senate, his pay for that entire period
»
of three competentpersons by tho Governor, ing /the laws relative to the transfer are covered with snow. The climate is genthere was absolutely nothing to prevent
who shall select a site of not less than 200 acres of cases in Justices' Court* ; repealing
was retained, and covered back into the the animal killiughis medical attendants of land, with a sufficientsupply of living water the act of 1865 punishing the recruitingof erally healthy, though in the northern
sections the heat is Intense, and during
treasury. It seems that Mr. Sharon upon the spot, and to rely upon the com- and furuiabingproper drainage facilities. It men for the volunteer sendee of other States ;
colloct- amending section 1,071 relatiYe to the state- the summer months hot winds and heavy
mon
sense aud good nature of a creature appropriates$400,000,
made no remonstrance, and accepted the
1881, $100,000 in ments by County Treasurers. A concurrent thunder storms prevail The worst fesweighing many tons and sufferingfrom ed-$100,000
one resolution for a meeting of the two houses iu tive is, perhaps, a fly called tseste, the
decision of the Secretary without re- facial abscesses aud neuralgia, argues, 1882, and 9200,000 in 1883.
denies that there are, to-day, over 800 of this joint convention April IS for the purpose of bite of which is fatal to horses and oxen,
mark, although it is generallybelieved to say the least of it, the possession of class in Michigan who cannot be accommodated electing a compilerof the laws was laid over.
thereby renderingtravel very difficult, if
that, had he made the point, there was considerable nerve. But Mr. Bartlett in either of tho present asylums, as they are A resolutioncalling upon the Secretary of
did not hesitate, and climbing up within both overcrowded, uor that additionalroom State for informationas to when the new man- not impossible, at certain seasons. The
no authorityunder which his pay could
reach of his patient he lanced the swol- mu*/ be had, but there are two opinionsas to ual would be printed and ready for distribution Boers, though originally pure Dutch, are
have been withheld. This, it is be- len oheek. His courage was rewarded, whether it ia best to pas* such a bill, many was adopted.
now very considerablymixed by interbolding back on account of the large expense,
Thursday, March 21-Sexati.— The bill to marriages with European refugees and
lieved, is the only case where the pay of for the beast at once perceived that the
but others claimingthat the work can not bo
make a new State office,to be known as the emigrants from Cape Colony and Natal,
a Senator or member has been withheld proceedingswere for his good, and sub- commenced a dav too soon, as three or four
vears must elapse before the institution could Superintendency of State Property, was re- as well as the natives. Sim the Dutch
mitted
quietly.
Tho
next
morning
when
on account of absence.
ported favorably. The following bills were characteristics largely predominate, and
they came to operate upon the -other be finished for use if begun now.
MISCElXANBOUa.
paused on third reading : Senate bill for the while the standardof educationis said to
aide, the elephantturned his cheek withP^t Ebert, a notorious desperado,
Both houses hare passed the usual bill alout being bidden, and endured the second lowed by the coostitutioD,giving the members payment of interest on the educational fund, be low, the people know enough to govarrited in Rolla, Mo., about a month
to repeal the former law on that subject; ern themselvesand hate the foreign yoke.
incision without a groan. — 1 Saturday Re- of the two houses from the Upper Peninsula $5
House bills amending section 4,312 rela- In religion they are protestante of the
ago, from Kansas, ostensibly looking view.
instead of $8 per day.
tive to real property
descent ;
Bpeaker Moffett,who has been very sick
strongest Calviniatio persuasion, and the
for ^ location to open a saloon, taking
amending section 5,977 relative to
Born to Trouble.
siuce Jan. 16. has so far recovered as to prethe summoning and return of jurors ; Bible and hymn book are almost their only
up q lodging in a boarding house near
We can neweeespe trouble • we are side for a short time on the 26th, with every amending the charter of Pentwater ; authoriz- literature;
the National Bank of Rolla. His suspi- bom to affliction anfi we may depend prospectnow that he will ecxm be able to at- ing Oxford to raise a specialtax to roimbuse
tend to the dotils of Che position.
Heavenly Bliss.
cioi^s conduct attracted the attention of upon it, vlple we live in this world we
Both houses passed a concurrentresolution David W. Bell $1,963 for money stolen from
“Angels, my dear children,”said a
shall have it, though with intermissions ; yeaterdavfor the osnal “election recess” from him as Treasurer ; amending the act relativeto
the j officers of the bank, who called to
the Detroit police force. The bill to repeal the Galveston Sunday-school teacher, medithat is, in whatever state we are. we March 81 to the evening of April 6.
theiy aid the Oity Marshal. Upon inWe intended to write up the Ontonagon Ind law of 1879 to provide a punishmentfor libel tatively, “are disembodied sprite.”
shall find a mixture of good Jmd evil,
Brule River railroad grant case, but when able and slander was reconsideredand laid on the
*' Does that mean they don’t have any
vestigationit was discovered that the and, therefore, the true way |o content- lawyers, Legislators and even Congressmen table, as were also the bills to amend the act
bum or had gained access to a vacant ment is to know how to receive these disagree upon the case, and both aides “ know relative to the reorganizationof the military bodies? ” asked Johnny.
“Angels have nobodies,” replied the
they are right,” the subject appears- to be too force* and to prevent bettingand selling of
builling adjoining the bank, and ior certain vicissitudes of life— the returns
pools.
teacher, emphatically.
of good and evil— so as neither to be exthrje nights had been unmolested in hit
Hoctz.— The following were passed: Senate
“And will pa and mabethrte, too?”
,
alted by the one, nor overthrown by the fore the railroad committees of the two houses
4 ’Certainly.”
desperateefforts to tunnel the vault. On other, but to liear ourselves) toward during the week, aud are yet a* far from mak- bills relating to diplomas at the Normal School;
11 Then they won’t have no nee for
incorporating pipe line companies; appropriatthee Wurth ni^ht, Just ---- - everything which happens with such ing the case clear a* before.
as he --had tnads
there
if I haven’t got a body for them to
The
woman
suffrage
joint
resolntion
has
ing $2,600 to the State Pioneer Society; to proentrance to the vault, the Marshal ease and indifference of mind os to haz- been discussed somewhat in the House and
vide for the disposal of unclaimedmoneys in pank,” and ha took to munching an
ard as little aa nliay be. Every pleasure
and posse, from a signal given by the has its offsets ; onoe believe that fully, finally made a specialorder for some time after the hands of administrators;authorizingthe apple ho had picked np on a fruit stand
election.
Railroad Commissionerto designate suitable
when the proprietorwae looking the
cashier, who was secreted in the bank, and we are on the right track of thought.
The compiled-lawsquestion waxes hotter and fences and prepare uniform signals for the
other my.— Galveston News.
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HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.

a

member of

the Board of Ednontion,by

voters for the several wards in said city:
In the First Ward at the rooms of Col
umhia Engine Co., No. 2.

acclamation. This was carried. Then
somebody moved, and somebody seconded

Saiukday, April

1881.

2,

the motion, to nominate I. Verwey, In the

same way, but no notice was taken of

PEA0& DEOLARSS.
Tiews

the transactioDa thus:

“The humane

Boera have uiagnanlmoualy decided
and the war

is

at

an end. The terms

of

peace, as announced, are so slated as to
give each parly the appearanceof getting
the best of the other, but

them shows that

an

analysis of

the Boers have the ad-

vantage. England

is to

have a suzerainty

over the Transvaal, and to conlrol the foreign policy ot that great state, to enable
it to

do which properly she

this

P. H.

McBride moved

in the

same way;

move

is

this

supposed

to

E. •!. Barrington,

to

it

Kkamku,
Daniel Bertscu,
C. Landaal,
Board of Registrationof the City

Its mark, as will be

perceived presently.) The currying of ibis

bulldozed the chair, who rescinded his

Then upon motion of P.

McBride the house was

of

Holland.
deDated, Holland, Mich., March 15th,
H. A. D. 1881.

divided (another

questionableproceeding) and contrary

The ConditionPowders

to

of Prof.

Wellen-

is to have the

Dcu>

DOS POWERS.

by the
to

the other 'hand, the Boers are,

Dress sleeves are now so close

the terms of the present agreement, is impossible to laugh in

joyed or could expect

tn

England In tact, therefore, they have
won what they were lighting for. En-

tirgeaieortmeat-of

AND LADIES &

MISSES’

CLOAKS.

Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolea
Blankets, Ribbons— as fine an assortmentas
any in the city-cheap. Nubias, Misses
The ScientificAmerican is a l arge First-Class
Weukl) Newspaper of Sixteen Pages, printed in
J and Children's Knit Hoods.
the most be,*uihulstyle,prot'ueelu lUueiratea with
tpltniiid illuetratioiie,representing the newest InYARNS.
ventionsand tne most recent Advances tu the
Ails and Sciences; Including New and Interesting Dress Goods from 10c. and upward, and a full assortmentof Ladles’ Skirts.
Facts in Agriculture,Horticulture, the Home,
Health, MedicalProgress, Social science, Natural
History, (J oology, Astronomy. The most valuable
practicalpapers, by eminent writers in all d part- Gents’ While Sbirts-ihe best 50c Shirt
meuts of science, will je found In the Sclenudc
ever sold In Holland.
American.
Feathers of the best grade always on hand
Terms, $:}.20 per year, $1.60 half year, which Inbottom figures.
cludes postage. Discounts to agents, single
copies, leu cents. Sold by all Newsdealers. Henift by postal order to MlINN & CO., Publishers,
'A Full Stock oL
37 Park Row, New York.

COLUMBIA AND OTHER

D Arri?KrrPG In connection with the
irillJBfriloscixNiincamsbican,
essrs. MUNN & Co., are solicitorsof American
iu

GROCERIES

and Foreign Patents, have had 35 years experience,
and now nave the lamest establishmentin the A better 50c Tea than ever; Roasted Coffee of
world. Patents are obtained ou the host terms. many
Hinnv varieties The
me best
nest cbeei
chee>c. New Holland
A special notice is made in the ScietUficAmerican Herring, by the keg or piece. T
The Beat Oat Meal
ol all Inventionspatentedthrough mis Agency,
always on hand and fresh, etc., etc.
with the name and residence of the Patentee, fly
the Immense circulation thus given, public attention is directed to the merits of the new patent
Salt by the pound or barrel.— Harris
and sales or introditctlouoften easily effected.
Smith’s Safety Lamps, and many more
Any person who has nude a new discovery or
goods, too numerous to mention.
invention, cau ascertain,
cAarw, whoiher
a patent can probably be obtained, by writing to
MlINN «fc CO. We also send free our Hand Book
inspect our Stock.
about the Patent Laws, Patents. Caveats,TradeP. 4 A. STEKETEE.
Marks, their costs, and how procured,with hints
Holland. Oct. 1st, 1880.
for procuring advanceson inventions.Address
for the Paper, or concerningPatents.
Wstchffc Bl.n’wlnaenlis*.
WhltamfUl nunilmcOu,

A

/r«

„

Come and

MUNN

Branch

Office,

Clerk’s Office, City of Holland, I
March 15th, 1881. (
To the Electorsof the City of Holland:
All kinds of

Notice is hereby given that the annual
glish military prestige, if there was such a
charier election lor lh£ City of Holland,
thing, has suffered by making peace ou
will be beliiou Monday, the 4th day of
such favorableterms for the enemy im- April next, (being the first Monday in
itieuialelyutter a decided defeat; but it April) in the several wards of said ciiy, at
would be gross inhumanity to carry on the places designated by the Common

a>. ImlUtlou Koldls.

U. Ca

Tuesday the 6th day
viz: Henry

of April,

NX

Council, as follows:

war merely to gratify revenge, and in
In the First Ward at the Rooms of Colthis wnr England lias been without the umbia Fire Engine Co., No, 2.
In the Second Waid ut the Photograph
sympathy of any foreign nation, and the
Gallery of B. P/ Higgins.
war has been bitterly Renounced by the
In the Third Waid at the Common
political party which is few administering Council Rooms.
the English government.This last fact
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of
has been a great embarrassment to Mr. Geo. H. Sipp.
a

3-5w

If

and best

i-D

you wish a

FIRST-CLASS ORGAN
At VERY LOW FIGURES

then give a call at

the large and well supplied

1881,

WARD STEVENSON, Register.

ED

roldll*.

Solid

ORGANS, ORGANS,

Ten

Have, homestead entry, No. 6987
for the
of N. W. J* & N. W. X of N. E. k
Sec. 9, T. 5 N., R. 15 W., and names the following
witnesses to prove his continuousresidence upon
aud culilvationof said tract, viz: Myron H. Howell
of Holland. P. u. and Wieger Brouwer of Holland
I • G. aud Gerrit Ti miner of Holland.P. o. and
Jacob Luidens of Holland, P. U., all of Ottawa
County, Mich.

„

$2

cor. F. & 7th Bis., Washington,

Land Office .t Reed Citt, Mich.
February 19, 1881.
I
VOIICE is hereby given that ihe following
li Mimed settler has lilei notice of his intention to make flual proof iu supportof his claim,
and Huai euiry thereof,and that said proof will
be made before the Clerk of the Circuit’ Court of
Ottawa County, Michigan, at tbe County seat ou

Election Notice.

.

_

Park Bow, New York.

& CO., 37

Notice for Publication.

them.

enjoy in the pres-

ence of colonies of so great a nation as

SHAWLS

fitting it

enjoy entire independence as to their

domestic affairs, whic^is all they have en-

& A. Steketee
•

w

1880.

her. Ou

,

J.

motion aroused the old fogy element who
cision.

F.

year.

H. Boonk,

squelch Barrington'sinfluence; but the
shot fell short of

89TH:

Tkr Vkkk,
D. Db Vrikb,
Wm. Butkau,

was carried. (This

have been made

Beautifully Illustrated.

J. A.

expectation, Harrington won again— burg, for sale at the drug store of Dr.
right of keeping a diplomaticrepresentathrough a misunderstanding. This decis- Wm. Van Putten, have been used in my
tive at the Transvaalcapital.Ail this in
ion was again bulldozed and withdrawn, stable in the year 1874, when the epizootic
substanceEngland had belore the annexand now an informal ballot whs moved was raging throughout the land, with the
ation, owing to her superiorpower. The
and bad, which showed Verwey 50, Har- very best success and recommend them
Boers could not then have any toreien polrington 50, the rest scattering.Then a freely for the use of ailments in horses.
icy that their powerful neighbor objected
11., BOONE.
formal ballot was had and Verwey bud 59
to. WheflThe Dutch states of South AfriHolland, Oct. 26.
36 tf
and Harrington05. Is'nt this rich? Hail
ca a few years ago proposed to establish n
to the day when fogy ism will have to bow
confederacy of their own, England obdown before the supreme will of the peogtdtMtiscmcnts.
jected, and the project had to be given up,
ple/ II. Baum was then proposed as a
not because England hud any so called
member to All a vacancy, but was voted
suzerain rights over the Transvaal, but
down vim voce. Then Verwey was pul in
because she was strong enough to prevent
to flli up the vacancy. The people then
the execution of any scheme that she redivided up in four squads, for the four
garded as inimical to her interests; Engwards and nominated W. II. Beach for
land, therefore,contents herselfwith prethe 1st, J. Beukema for the 2nd, P. Wincisely what she had prior to the annexaters for ihe 3rd, and H. Niemeyer for the
tion, and what the Boers then, as much as
4th ward, as aldermen.
now, though notin fordial terms, conceded
to

y

all.

to let

Eoaiand off without any more thrashings,

Read
This!!
.0

!

!

/ust Received at thp Store of

Then Mr. Cappon moved H. D. & Kramer.
In the Fourth Ward at the residence of
Post aa a member, in the same way,
Geo. H. Sipp.
which was defeated in a rude way. Then
L. Sprirtsma,
at

The Chicago Times philosophically re*

The Rest Paper

In the Second Ward at the Photograph
Gallery of B. P. Higgins.
In the Third Ward at the store of Boot

4m

51

FURNITURE STORE OF
Meyer, Brouwer <£• Co.

QTARTLINC

^

DISCOVERY!

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

* ourselvesby making money w hen a
A victim of youthful imprudencecausing Prams*
golden cuance is offureu.thereby always turn Decay, Nervous Debblty, Let Manhooa, etc.,
keeping poverty from your door. Those haring tried in vain every known remedy,baa diswho always take advautage of ihe good covered a simple self cure, which he will eend FBEX
etiaucea for making money that are offered,generally become wealthy, while those who do not
J- H*

«

keeve8*

Improve such cnances remain in poverty. W«
want many men. women, boys and girls to work
And all kinda of Farming Implements, for sale for us right iu their owu localities.The business
cheap at the manufactoryof
will pay more than ten times ordinary wages. We
carry ou a war that resulted from an act upon.
fi.rnteh an expensiveoutfit aud all that you need,
of annexationto wuich be was utterly opfree. No one who engages fails to make money
Amendment to the Constitution.
very rapidly . i ou can devote your whole time to
posed, or compromise his government by
An amendment tA section 12 of article
the work, or only your spare moments. Full iu- Will not only save money hut valuable time in the
future by ati ending the G and Rapids Business
foimation and all that Is needed tent free.
yielding at once to the demands of the 13, relative the penal fines, provided lor
River Street, Holland, Mich.
Address, STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine, College, where they will receive a thorough, quickby
Joint
Resolution
No.
25
ot
the
Legiseninq. jrracticuleducation.Bund for College
armed Boers. There is no doubt that the
29-1y
lature of 1879;
litieral parly is heartily glad to be rid of
Buckeye Mowers and Self-Binders with twine or
Also, an Amendment to Section 12 of
the Transvaalwar on any terms that are
wire, Keterly Self-binders (twine) and Mower and
Article 6, “Relative to Clerks of the Reapers of different manufactories. Riding or
even tolerably considerate of English Circuit and Supreme Court,” provided for w-lkiDgcultivators. Phosphate force-fecd Grain
is so easy ..... ... >..w . ...
—
amour propre."
jy Joint Resolution of the Legislatureof
I*e«*DlJ,on ,,,eel * lows. Remington Patare so simple atid plain, that am one can make
ent Chilled Plows, etc. Canton Monitor stam Enlb81. The Section as amended reads as gines aud Miller’sNew Model Thresher.
great profits from the very start. No one cau fall
follows:8t-c.ii m 12. The cierk of each
who Is willing »o work. Women are as snccessfnl
The Republican liaucus, on Wednes- County organized for Judicial purposes
as men. Boys and girls can earn large sums.
Many have made at the business over one hundred
day night, was the event ot the week, and shall Ikj the clerk of the Circuit Court of
dolls s in a single week. Nothing like it ever
Call in
trade to
Th- undersignedannounces to the Public that known before. All whoengAge arc mi prised at
displayed considerable change of opinion such County. The Supreme Court shall
they have finished (heir new Meat Market and are the ea»e and ranldlly wilh which they are able to
among the people. After wailing for have power to appoint a clerk lor such
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinda make money. You mn engage In this business
Supreme Court.
of Meala and Sausages. By promptnessand fair during yonr spare i me at great profit. You do
about three-quartersof an hour, (for what,
dealing they feci confident of giving satisfaction not have to invest cipiial in it we take all the
Also, An Amendment to Section 6 of
Holland, Mich., March 30ih, 1881.
to al! those who wish to favor them with part of risk. Those who nei-«. teady money, Bb< aid write
nobody knows) P. H. McBride called the Article 6, relative to Circuit Courts
their trade
to us at once. All furnished free. Address.
meeting to order. Mayor Vanderveen provided for by Joint Resolution of the
The stand ts one door west of the store on the
TRUK 4 CO.. Augusta,Maine.
corner
of
Eighth
and
Fish
Street.
whs then elected chairman, and P. H. legislature of 1881.

P.

My

YOUNG MEF

WILMS,

Journal.

*

MEAT MARKET

^

v

IN THE

—

HRST WARD.

and

your

advantage.

McBride secretary. The mayor then
mated the object of the caucus. Upon
moi ion the mayor was authorizedto appoint tellers, and he appointed Crmr.j A
first informal ballot was then taken for
Mnyoi, of which E. Vanderveen had 59,
and E. J. Harrington 49, lie rest scattering. The next ballot was formal, and
Vanderveengot 82 and Harrington 73.
Ex-Mayor Cappon had some votes also,
l

State Officers.
Two Regents of

the University, and one
Justice of the Supreme Court, whose terms
of office begin on the first day of January,
A. D. 1882;
Also, a Circuit Judge for the twentieth
JudicialCircuit, to which this county is
attached, whose term of office will begin
January 1st, 18^2.

Cfty Officers.

One Mayor in the place of Engbertus
Van der Veen, whoso term of office ex-

and he declined and requested his friends pires;
to give their votes, cast for him, to Van-

derveen, and so the 2nd formal ballot
•hrkI, Vanderveen 85, Harrington

72.

Tile strength Harrington displayed was a

“stunner” and shows

wliiclt

way

public

opinion is tending. Mayor Vanderveeu’s
nomination was then made unanimous.

On

Ihe first informal ballot taken for Su-

pervisor J. C. Post had

a

large majority,

but he declined the office. On the second

DUG.
201 SOUTH

CLARK

DUN,

8T.,

who

showed that there were

One Justice of the Peace in the place
of Henry D. Post, whose term of office

Ward Officers.

.

First JVard.—One Alderman in the place

but D. R. Mcengs displayed the most of Lucas Sprietsma, whose term of office
atrength and G. J. Te Roller next, and on expires, and one Constable in the place ol
John Vaujiell, resigned,whose term of
the

first

formal ballot Meengs was nomin-

ated, which nomination was

office expires.

made unani-

Second Ward.— One Alderman in the
informal ballot for Mar- place of Dirk De Vries, whose term of
•hal showed five or six candidates.These office expires;and one Constable in Ihe
candidateswoke apUis boys. The noise place of John Van den Berge, whose term

mous. The

first

MANHOOD

of office e ;pirc8.

How

Spermatorrhoeaor Bemlual Weakness. Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency,Mental and Phyteal Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
also. Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, induced by
self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,

ing those boys displayed!Well,aUtr.Ahe office expires.

Geo. H.

H. Finch receiving

Sipp, CTfy fieri.

the most votes, his nomination was tnide

unanimous. On
for Justice

the first informal ballot

85,

end

choice was

st>

decided that it was made a

H. D. Poat 22, which

unanimous nomination.
iimjtateoot the

—d

ReftiUrationNotice.

of the Peace, full term, W. H.

Parka got

Now commences

evening. P.

nomination of G.

!(.
J.

McBride

Ko.len a,

ufAuirn ,o’oo° Brn,*“ or which i
WHn I LU*uk' Buckeye Oiimnent,TVaRr!.Url|»
Pitt

cure

filet.

AdJiru wrth ittwp, Dr.

J.

N.

TSHer,

St.

I.suU.Ms.

coS^^U

ofqnffi

tier let,
to. eri
el ,

ID i;p lit

IDipli.

OLDS
OLDS
’olds

Croup.
Croup.

t

1880.

PRICE 50

FALL AND

cents and

00.

WINTER. 1880.

a
s

My

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

FOR SALE.
TLfY saloon kiramess, stock, refrl rerator,____
iVi pool table*,and all the other funiltura beCash.

Inquire of
V. BPYKRR.

Holland. Marches, 1881.

7-w

longing theretc— F

To

>r

tMw

Flowers, Laces, Beaded

JE^Lexxt.
WERKMAN,

R. B.
at the

Phomix Planing

Mill.

and

Silk,

FRINGES AND GALOONS, CIRCULARS,
Dolmans. Cloaks, Plain & Brocade Velvet, Silks.

~

Notice is hereby given that the Board of
Registratiou of. tbe City of Holland will
meet at the following places in said city,
A Nice House and a three-acre garden, contain
on Btiurdaythe 2nd day of April. A. D. i \ Ing 60 apple trees, and 150 grape vines; also^
1881, between the hours of eight o’clock pears, and all kind) of hrrrie*. Situated In the
southwesterncorner of the city. Inquire of

'f£ S

C? XT JrX
iHEUMATISM, COUGH
HEUMATISM, COUGHS AND
iHEUMATISM, COUGHS AND

Sold by all Druggist.

office expires.

akhoogh the statute gives all
J>burth Ward.— One Alderman in the
the aldermen aud mayor power to arrest
place of Daniel Bertsch,whose term of
disturbance,aa kwjell as the marshal. office expires; and one Constablein the
What a fine Christian education and train- place of William H. Finch, whose term of
first formal ballot, W.

VAN ZOKREN.

1878.

demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful practice,that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse maybe radically cured; pointing out
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectnII
al, by means of which every sufferer,no mat'cr
what his conditionmav be, may cure himself Goto D. R.MERNU8 for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightnessand durability of
cheaply ^privately,and radically.
color they are unequaled. Color 2 to S lbs., price 16 cents.
This Lecture should be in the bands of
every youth aud every man in the land.
Bent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any address poet-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
clearly

was deafening. The gallery seemed to be
Third Ward— One Alderman in the
packed by. wild-cats. It was a disgrace- place of Hermanus Boone, whose term of posjuje stamps. WE HAVE ALSO A BURE
CURE FOR TAPE WORM. Address
fnl noise, and greatly disturbedthe meet- office expires' and one Constablein the
- The CulverwellKelioal Co.,
ing. It seemed as if there were no officers place ot Pieter Koning. whose term of II Ann 8t, New York. N.Y.; Post-Officebox. 4t8fi.
there at all;

14.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Guide to Health. 2 stamps. Medicines
mail or express. Cures guaranteed. Incurable cases not undertaken. Specialattention
office expires;
to Diseases of Women. Reliable Female Pills, $5
One City Clerk in the place of Geo. B. a box. XABBIAOI GUIDE, 275 pages, a hundred
pen pictures. Who should marry; Who not; KeaSipp, whose term of office expires;
»on» why; Physical life of man and woman; How
One City Treasurer in the place of to be happy in the married relation. The married
Leendert T. Kanters, resigneu, whose and those contemplatingmarriage, should read
and preserve It for reference.Price, 50 cts, in
term of office exp. res;
One City Marshal in the place of John Postage Stamps or Currency.
A. O, OLIN, M. D.,
Vaupell, resigned,whose term of office
201 South Clark St., Chicago.
expires;

five

wanted to handle the money,

J.

Holland. July

One Supervisor in the place of Gerrlt Fax*.
Van Scltelven, resigned,whose term of sent by

How

or six

W. BUTKAU,

A regular graduate of medicine,longer located In
Chicago than any other specialist. Over 20 years
successful practice. Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Gleet,
Stricture.Orchitis, Rupture, and all Urinary DIs
ea-ea. (Kidneys or Bladder,) Syphilitic or Mercurial Affections of the Throat, Skin or Bones, cured
.-afely. Privately. Spermatorrhea. Sexual Debility,
resulting from Self-Abuse,Sexual Excesses or
over brain work, producing nervousness, seminal
i missions,debility, dimnes* of sight defective
memory, physical decay, confusionof ideas and
Impotency.rendering marriageimproper, are permanently cured. Consultation at office or by mall

informal ballot J. R. Kleyn got 49 votes, expires July 4th, 1881;
the rest scattering; and he was then deTwo School Inspectors, full term, In the
clared to be the unanimouscliuiea. Geo. puce of Johannes Dykema and Henry D
Lost,
Restored !
P‘»st w lose terms of office expires, and
B. Sipp was renominated for City Clerk
Jn«t published, a new edition of Dr. CULVERone School Inspector, for two years, in the
WELL B Celebrated Essay on tbe radical cure of
by acclamation. The first informal ballot place of Willem Wakker, resigned;
for Treasurer

•

Satins in all desirableColors. Crape, Glores, Hosiery,
§

^

L.

- Germantown

SILK

&

S.

Yarn, Woosted.OnDTM, Embroidery.

A.

1ST

D

HAIR GOODS.

VAN DENHOLLAND,
BEBGE,
MICH,

EIGHTH STREET

A

>

*

Heoisthation

|ottinj|s.

Take your
Elkction

Mon^y

(tp

day (Saturday).

Shall wh

Van

choice— Roost, or

The

dor

Veen.

next.

ly

All that is

It seemt more like mid winter than

human must retrogadc

If it

The

Anthony, Ptueli end Jacob Cappon, are

dem(»crat8 of Muskegon, Mich., re-

nominated Frank Jiroch

from Grand Rapida on a rlsit.

for

an a bomb’n’ablemethod.

If this weather continues

mayor.

WiBlit,
SINGER

iti

taking off of the Cxar was certain-

is

we

shall call for a

change

of

much

tor,

New Stock! New Store!

Or any other SKWIJiQ MACHINE wanted can be
lot at the beat t«rm« and prices In the

so cultured

he calls it “ Miss Etnmahroidery."

.

HEW FIRM!

lake a step ahead, or not?

A Boston dry goods clerk

does not advance.— Gi&feM.

•priog.
home

to

.

-

CHEAP FURNITURE STORE
longer

Meyer* Brouwer

Vennor.

Jfc

Boot & Kramer.

Co.

We respectfully Invite the attention of our eltitena to (Ml
the stock of gooda which we have opened
one door east of K. Van der Veen’s hardware store,
and the prices for which we offer them.

They also lake old machines In exchange.

/Mr.

J. AllArtl arrived

home

Boys who have too much

yesterday

aims are apt

wlth^ttrteenfresh horses from the West.

Trb

have

to

sling in their

Next week

their arras in a sling.

51

the pupils of our Union

School will have

a vacation of seven days.

The SUIT

Conbidkhablk amount of sicknessat
Thekk will lie a social hop given at
Drenthe and vicinity.Pneumonia being
Lyceum Hall some evening next week.
the inobt serious.
Definite announcement will be made

winter terra of Hope College closes

April 1st, and the spring terra will begin
April 18tb.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

later.

city.

Winter

“lingeringin the

is not

'

'

spring" at all, but has got spring completely and effectually flooredand

on the poor young thing.

is

The

doubtless beeh sqneeced out of

it

sitting

life has

ere this.

logging, got his foot Jammed between the

ago. Though

not at all

serious, it will lay him up for several days.

Dr.

II.

Kremers, of Drenthe, alteudcd the

case.

We

call the attentionof our readers to

new stock of jewelry Just received by
Mr. Breyman. Some ot the articles are
really handsome. He displayssome real
*‘flrst- water" diamonds. Call in and see
them glitter.
a

The Phoenix Hotel has changed

All

II.

ALL CHEAP

P.

FC(R CASH.

W

to Show

No

"“vu

....

"W

Caskets & Coffins,

hands.

......
wHKSSS

road master of the Chi. & West Mich. R.
R. lias leaned the property, and will take
it

etc., etc.

the world's news, so presented that the
The Grand River Valley Medical So- reader will
get the greatest amount of Information Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
ciety will holdits next meeting at Neway- wlih the least unprofitable expenditureof time expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccos aid
and eye-tight. The Sun long ago diacovered the Cigars, Toys. Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
laut fullness
and un- Baskets In great variety.
most as freely as if he had beeu*presldent go, Mich., on Wednesday, April 6, 1881. iroldeumean betweenredundant
I
satisfactorybrevity.
All regular physicians are cordiallyinvited
of the United States.
Much of that sort of newt which depends
to
A. H. Weston, Sec'y.
lea* upon its recognised Importance than upon hs
Intured to mankind. From morning to morning
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E.
ihofun prints a continued story of the lives oi
Mr.
McBride has been appointed real men and women, and ol their deeds, plans,
Church will meet in their lecture room on
next Tuesday evening, where an intel- deputy collector for this port. It 'a but loves, hates, and troubles. This story is more
varied and more Interesting than any romance
Give ua a trill and you will be pleasedwith
lectual and social entertainmentwill be fair to exj>ect to see the effect of this ap
that was ever devised.
goods and Prices.
III. Uood writing iu overy column, and fre^hpointment crop out two years lienee, when
given. All are
Skc’y.
neaa, originality,accuracy,and ducorum In the
our present Senator— tlie honorable T.
iruatmuni of every tubjecl.
trouble
Goods.
List of letters remaining in the post Ferry— rouif lie re-electedby the Legisla
IV. Iloneet comment. The Sun'$ habit la to
apeak
out
fuarlcaaly
about
men
and
things.
office at Holland, Mich., March 81, 1881 :
lure of ibis State.
BOOT & KRAMER.
V. Equal candor In dealing with each political
D. Miller, Benj. M. Wentworth, Mrs.
party, and equal readinessto commend what is
Holland, Mich.. June 21. 18?9.
As a curiosity we can mention,ibat a oraUewortby or to rebuke what la blatuable in
Mary E. Pierce. Win. Hildabridle, Miss
bemocrat or Republican.
dog ebased a wild rabbit under and up
Mina Hceliding.
VI. Absolute independence of partisan organTHE FIRM
Wm. Vkhbkkk, P. M.
into a new part of the rexidence cf Mr. J. leallone,but unwavering loyally to true Demo
cratlc principles. The Sun believes that the GovSchaap, in Fillmore. It appears* that the ernment which the Constitution gives us is a good
The beautiful large fat black cow of
rabbit ascended the wall, and was found/ one to keep. Us notion of duty is to rnsiel to Its
utmost power the edorts of men In the RepubliMr. S. Schmid, of this city, is destined
“I
up stairs, where it was
'
can party to act up another form of government
for the block. She weighs very close
Are now prepared to fill all orders for
in place of that w iich exists.The year 1881 and
....
Hie years Immeulateiyfollowingwill probablydeunto l.G^O pounds, which is an extraThe rural newspapers ot Canada com cide
this supremely imporlaulcontest. The Sun
ordinary heavy weight lor a cow, and will plain of a general exodus of young men believes that the victory will be with the people as
againstthe Rings for monopoly, the Rings for
be on view and for sale ai J. Kuite’s meal to the United States. Towns, in many plunder, and the Kings (or imperial power.
market this morning.
Our terraa are as follows:
cases, lose all their unmarried males,
They keep constantly In stock the finest
For the Dally Sun, a
which makes it bad for the marriageable eight
columns,the
It is a pity, but it is a fact, that the
cents a mouth, or
females and for the future general pros
muskrats are and have been gnawing the
Sunday paper, an eiglu-page sheet of fifty six col- of different slses and quality suitable for all
perity of the community.
umns. the price is tt5 corns a mouth, or $7-70 a yeai
classes. They have also a fins assortmentof
bark «•!! the maple shade trees, which
I.'

caught.

Mr. Nelson, who until the 1st Inst, was

charge of

Soaps,

Toilet,

invited.

"Mr^ Roelof Strik, of Jamestown, while
logs, a few days

Laundry and

body will find:

attend.

lap of

for 1881.

Krerybody reads Tub Nun. In the editionsof
this newspaper throughoutthe year to come every-

Geobob G. Stcketee, .ell and hvorabl^ At » rece"‘ b“" »l lUe E1>,,eePre*id““
koown in thi. Colony, hK. been noDlin.ted 0rev)' sl"’clled P‘rUisjn ^ '*eM'
ing no decorations, and shaking hands al
by the Republicans of Grand Rapids, fon
mayor of that

-4m

wawimwiinicwiR

,

postage paid.

on the 10th inst. Mr. Ryder

stand on the north side of Black River, on

will retire to private life for the present.

both sides of the

highway. Our

The

discovery »>f brine at Manisteehas

trappers set business booming

in

The Sunday edition of the Sun Is also furnished
separately at 11.80 a year, postage paid.

Cents’

and Ladies’ Robes

that neighbor-

AND OTHER FUNBRAL NECESSITIES.
The price of the weekly 'im, eight pages, fiftyBorn the Republicans and Democrats say, that this was caused by the hard win- hood. Arrangements ars being made for six columns,Is $1 a year, postage paid. For clubs
of ten sending $10 we will send an oxtta copy free.
have parly ticketsin the field, and where- ter, and that the muskrats must have been pulling uppeventy-fivenew houses in one
AddressI. W. ENGLAND,
ENULA.SD,
For preserving the dead, always on hand. 51-4m
Publisher ol the Hun, New York City.
ward, and fully one hundred familieshave
as we don’t care about parties,we have driven to it by hunger.

ANTI-SEPTIC FLUID

nothing to say

for

or against either of the

Here

tickets. We don’t believe in politics—

oilier day, off

to

that

a

little

good harbor

a

fathoms— of the eleventh district of the United

Manufacturersof and dealers In

SOOTS wi SHOES
Slippers Etc.

since Capt. Lnuttif’sresignation.

Mr. P. Wilms

It

Is

out with a displayed

advertisement of the implements he

dredgingwould give us

manu

Sour

factures,and announces the differentfarm-

No. 74 Washington Street,

beautiful and fine painting work

is being

done

by Mr. M. F.

Adair. His

this season.

GRAND HA

ing Implementshe has for sale. M*. headquartersare at the wngonshop of Mr.
Mr. Wm. Ten Hagen has again made Wilms lias battled for years to establish J. Flieman. Hour people will examine
tome changes in bis 'store, giving him bis business, and both as a manufacturer the work which was done on all our drays
more

light

in bis billiard room. He

placed a fine

new

and

lias

as agent he

public to bis

table into the room

draws the attention of the

new

warehouse, built

last

can be used for pool or billiards fall, in which be displays a variety of im- superior class of woik. If you wish your
His slock of cigars and lobaccox is kept plements most uselul to- farmers, which wagons or buggies painted over, and have
full and complete, and to all appearances they will do well to come and look ove* the work done first-class,call on him, and

amusement

before they purchaseelsewhere.

and resort for young men, without liquor,
aeems to be

lumber trade, is

fast

next?

While in Grand Haven recently,Mr.
G. Winsnr, agent for the Goodrich

Transportation Co., at that place, for the
last 15 years,

informed us that the Super-

intendentof that

Company had

written

him, stating,that in all probabilitytheir

between Chicago and Grand
Haven would not be pnt on this season.
boat line

This piece of news has created considera-

outcome will be

ble speculation, and the
eagerly watched.

little

more

Raukans sold

about

last

music. Mr.

<

week

a

G.

Western Cottage

organ to A. H. Brink, of Graafscbap,and
one of tho lame make' to (3.

Mokmun, of

the same village,also due UvJbhu E. Free-

man, of the Wilcox

&

White make, at
Jamestown, also one of the tame make to
8. W. Marshall,of Jamestown,. and one
Western CoUage to E. Oakley of Jamestown, and an Estey organ to L.
ot

Jamestown. Mr. Rankins

Detroit

on through rates. The wheat will he
to Grand Haven
on the propellers Menominee and the City
of Ludingtoo, and from Grand Haven to
the seaboard by railroad.The propeller

THE

Clarendon Hotel,

Menominee look on board twenty thousand

formerly called the Rasch House, on the

on Monday, at tho Northwestern
Marine elevator, and the remainder will Cor.
be loaded in a few days. This is the first
wheat shipment by water i . te for the
bushels

MB.

Bridge & Canal Street,
Is

Jewelry, Watches,

now managed by

EDWARD KILLEAN,

iilmtHi FltMiffl, ui fmy

hois.

Colossal Bronze Statue of victory

see us

warranted

our

New Home.

spectacles

.....

BREYMAN.

friends to confer ths honor on Mr. Roost;
this

tlje

first-class

takes more, money.

have three masts aod'complelely

fitted

will carry a crew of .geoulos sailors

attend to her Mils and rigging.

Many

other. teasels are
an

dMN

A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Gband IIavbn.Mich.. March lit. 1881. - 4-tf

Come and

F. Gotild,

out for tailing^ aside of her steam powers,

t»

done on short notice.

shipped from Milwaukee

day

last

was a failure. The parties

who

culminated in the unanimous nomi- called it, not even put in an appearance,

who accepted and

nomination with a few very appropri-

nway an hour

in

political banter and pleasantry,the "baker’s

who were together, concluded to
nated for Supervisor by acclamatinn. The adjourn and await the action of the
first inforraatballot for Clerk showed that people’s caucus which was called for
E. ran den Berge had 32 votes of the 64; Saturday last. The caucus met, was well
ate

remarks. Scbaddeleewas

lifter wasting'

then nomi- dozen”

votes.)

and

Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing

and Milwaukee Railroad

It is a fine sight to take a review of Ms nominationwat then made unanimous. attended, and put in the field the followwhat is going on In the shipyards of On the first Informal ballot for Treasurer ing doable-headed ticket: (The names
Grand Haven. It is quite a cariosity to C. Verschure got 88 votes of the 68; and first mentioned received the majority of
see a steamshipon the stocks large enough this nomination was made unanimous. the
Supervisor—W. Diekema, J. Lahuis.
to go to Europe or Axia. We refer to the
. Koniog was then nominated for MarTown
Clerk— I. Marsllje, A. J. UUle“Great West” which Is fast nearing com- shal by acclamation. John A. Roost was
brands.
pletion at Kirby’s ship yard. 8he wfll pot nominated for Jutf Ice of the Peace by acTreasurer— O. Jonker, J. Felon.
be a barge, but a genuine steamship. 8he clamation. John Dykema and A^ Baert
School Inspect.— J. Ten Have, H. Van
will

-Dealer In-

I haveen
the servlcea of Mr. N.
formerlyproprietorof the Kirby Houae, at Grand H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
The Democratic Caucus was held ac
Haven.
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
which stands in the Park, at Lowell, before
The Clarendonwill always be fonnd clean, and watchea, so that our work can be warcording to H»e call, on Thursday evening,
the tomb of the first soldiers that fell in the table well eappllt-dwith the choicestviands,
ranted.
at the law office of Justice Fairbanks.
k‘ '
and servedd in the kindest
manner fbr lowest posthe revolution, is a la:iiog and beautiful sible rates.
Mr. O. Breyman, member «u' the city comtributeof art. It is one of the first objects
All the Goods are
mittee, called the meeting to order, and
sought by strangers visiting our sister city,
in
to be just as represented.
on motion Hon. J. Roost was called to
which mdejd many visit, purposely to see
the chair. Mr. Roost addressed the cauI will also keep on hand a full line of
this elegant object of high art. It was
Gband Rapids,March 1, 1880.
cus and congratulatedthem on the first
3-8m
obtainedfrom the King of Bavaria by Dr.
meeting “of that kind in four years." Mr.
J. C. Ayer, to whom His Majesty was (H r Outfit aent free to those who wlah to engage
Ebenezer van den Berge was elected secre—and a—
especially gracious in acknowledgment of \ K in the most pleasant and profitable bualneaa
A. I known. Everything new. Capital not retary. On motion the chair appointed twi
PENS.
what his remedies are reputed to have H/V qulrod. We will famish you everything.$10
tellers. The room was packed full. Quite
a day and upwards Is easily made without •tayfug
done for the sufieringsick. It was donated away from home over night. No risk whatever.
I have, and intend to keep on hand a
a number of Republicans were present,
by the Doctor to the City of Lowell as a Many new workers wanted at once. Many are superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRUhr
—
mm
*
“
making
fortnoea
at
the
business.
Ladies
as
well
aa
but wisely abstained from voting, that Is,
permanent and speaking emblem of the tuen, and young boya andgirlamake great pay. MENTS, such aa Violins,Guitars, Bangos,
as far as we could observe. On the first
No one who la willing to work falls ro make more Accordeonx, ttc., etc.
victories both of Science and Arras.—
money every dav than can be made In a week at
informal ballot ex-mayor Scbaddelee reCome and examine onr stock. No
any ordinary employment.Those who engage at
Hagerstown( Md.) Pres*.
trouble to show Goods.
once will find a snort road to fortune. Address,
ceived 86 voles out of a total of 66; J.
H. UALLETT A CO., Period. Maine.
O.
Roost was the next highest; but SchnddeThe people’s caucus called out for the
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
ee declined in a neat speech, advising bis Township of Holland to meet on Thurs-

is very suc-

them •• low aa $50, but for
It

paper.
Goods Otto Breyman

will remain onr Specialty.

thousand bushels of wheat to Liverpool

The

nktioD of Roust for Mayor,

cessful in selling instruments. He sells

goods

cure, without sickness, debility,or evil results to
the patient; and all afflicted with the loathsome
disease of Cancer are sincerely urged to try the
never-faUtng. permanentremedy. The Plaster,
with fall particulars for Ha application, will be
sent to an) address on receipt of blx Dollars addressed (registeredletter to
8. O. SMITH,
f?oatlcook, P. Q. Canada.

FULL LINE OF GOLD

It seems as if our people begin to think

a

The

season.

her next season.

Z.

Custom Made

nearing com- company has contracted to carry sixty

Prof. Scott announces through the pletion at the ship-yard of Mr. Robertson,
columns of De Hope, that the first |530 at Grand Haven. Its name will be,
has been promised in the first week aiier “Albert Soper.” Its boiler weighs 15
the appeal to the people, to cancel the tons. It is made of ^ inch iron, and
debt of Hope College. The ball seems to seems indestructible.It was made by
kave started! Keep if a going! Don't let Buhl, of Detroit, and wrecked two flat
the banner of the colony trail iu the dust cars by its transportation.
Her engine is
Pride, if nothing else, should push our 26x30, and of extraordinaryweight. As
people to the desire to keep abreast with soon as the ice leaves ths slip, the Soper
the people “down East,” and show them will be launched and put iu the lumber
with deeds, that we appreciateeducation trade. Capt. Hogan will have charge of
is

MICH.

VEX,

One application of the IMMIX PLASTER will
draw the Cancer out in a few days, with It* every
root and fibre, thus effecting a permanent cure,
and preventing a recurreace of the dread malady.
This Is no humbng, but a posillvgandreliable

he will satisfy you.

A fine new large steam barge, intended

a success.
for the

Who

A Positive and Permanent

Having but recentlyformed our co-partnership, tfT The highest references given as to respectawe wish to lufoim our fellow-citiauus of Grand pHtty .and standingwhen required, including Ed|-ij
in this city, the buggy of Mr. H. Walsh, Haven and surrounding towns that we have a fine Itor of this
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
and several signs, they will discover a which we offer for sale cheap. However,

which

his effort to have a place of

ThelmmixPlatir!
CURE FOR CANCER!
Without the use of the knife.

Lieut. Walton, inspectorof the district,

practicallyimpossible.

20 feet; and further in-

side there is also plenty of water.
seems

Mich., has been appointedsuperintendent

deep. Grand Haven sportsmen States iife-saving service, U> fill the place of
in from agree, that a duck must be able to swim Capt. W. R. Louttit, who resigned lust
a small downward; for to dive 120 feet deep is fall. The position has been filled by

eight feet Further outside there is deep

water— from 16

HARRIS,

120 feel

harbor informs us that we have good water,

the pier ends, where there is only

W. F.

A. L. Holmes & Co.

Capt. Lewis 8. Mann, of St. Joseph,

Grand Haven, which stood

on the ground at a depth of 20

8. inspector for this

except in one place, about 200 feet

HOLMES,

A. L.

city as soon as navigation opens.

were taken out of Fisher’sgill-nets, the

township.
Capt. Bates, the U.

signified their intention of moving to the

a pun for our nimrods: How

deep can a duck dive? Well, eleven ducks

own family— city or

especially not in our

is

undergoing repairs, such
the Willie Loutitt; who looks aS pretty

ai> yacht, the Ottawa, Uie Bub’t Hewlett,
the Presto, and several
spring most be drawing

others.

. Truly,

near.

"

*

>

IN

THE

NEW

Again
GROCERY
~^AND—^

in Business.-

The undersignedbaa again opened a store o

DRY GOODS STORE

general merchandise,
on tae corner of

Eighth and River Streets,
where he hopes to see

C.

8TEKETEE

&

BOS,

on the corner of River & Ninth 8ta.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries.— al ware of tha Freshestand Purest,
hut aim all klnda of Farmers Produce,Provlatona,

Also a very large and assorted etock of

DEY GOODS

all

hie old customers

and

d'™ “
The etock of goods offered

DRY

for

sale canal ate of

GOODS, GROCERIES,
Provisions Etc.,

Cnstty fniui) Satin

Taken

in

ui

Eyp,

Etc,,

Ski

Exchange.

were nominated ax members of the Board Eyk.
8upt. School*— R A. Hytna, A. Lahuis.
of Education for the full term by acclamaWhich we Intend to keep ae complete ae poeel. Call
See for Yourself.
Commiaa. of Hlghw.— G. 8. Souter, T. Me canbracing all the latestand heat made fabrics
tion. O. J. Doesburg was then nominated
bv acclamationto fill the vacancy, but de- Dijkems.
Holland, April 17,1
Drain .Coromiaa’r— (vacancy) J. Lahuis,
clined. L Fairbanks was then nominated
Crockery,
Stone
&
Glassware.
In hia place. . The nominations for alder- G. J. Hesselmk.
Justice of the Peace— R. Veneklaaeen,
men were: 1st ward W. J. Scott; 2nd
FARMERS’ PRODUCE
l.
ward, John Verachure;8d ward, H. Meyer; Chris. Schillemao.
Will be paid for old Iren at tke Holland City
Constables—A. Van Dijk, W. Chapman,
EXCHANGE.
4th ward, J. Kuite. The order was good
Foundry.
throughout, and the caucus adjourned at R. de Hann, H. C. Zuidam— W. Bacon,
C 8TJJKBTBK A BOB.
W«.H.DlMIHO.
J. Verhey, D. Warners, D. Dekker.
Holland, Sept. 80th, 1880.
Holland,Dec.
1880.
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TO AH OLD COAT.

What envious looks at Susan Stow,

favoritescholar they would throw.
Her eyes and hair were dark as night,

Poor •out, will loved hr many i
Since both of us grow old, be true;
This hind his brushed you for ten seasons,
E’en Socratesno more could
, ^ .
Whilst Tiwi your tlda and white-warned stutt
Keeps onwttacklBR v»ithoniend.
Wisely, like me, his blows rebuff:
And neror let us part, old Mend.

her skin was soft, and smooth, and
white; a peach-like bloom her cheeks

do.

That birthday flown,when first I wore you,
I mind well— memory yet is strong—
My Mends arouud to honor bore you,
Ami inured their welcome forth in song.
Your shabby plbtiit— of which I’m Tain—
Uinders them not an nrm to lend,
TheyM freely feast us now oanio;
So.ntTcrietnspart, old friend.

overspread;her lips like cherries, ripe
and red. r What wonder ho could not
conceal the glad, sweet thrill he use to
feel through all his palpitatingframe
when to his desk she coyly came and,
looking pp with eydi of,iovf, like some
idy, UmuUittlo ddrV *ouJd
him to expound some knotty problem
she had found? What being in the world
below seemed half as sweet as Susan
Stow? Her eyes would flash and, in return, his face would flush and strangely
burn, and, when he tried to calculate
somelong, hard “sum” upon her slate,
the figures danced before his sight like
little gobblins, gay and white, and, when
at night, with cheerful face, he started
for his boarding place, what wonder that
he came so slow in walking home with
Susan Stow?

|

.

You're patched behind, an ancient rending;
That, too, recalls a |<istdelight ;

One night to run from Juno pretending,
I felt her soft hand clutch me tight.
Torn were yon, and that frightful tear
It took my Jane two days to mend,
While I was held her cantiffl there;
So never let us part, ola friend.

Have you been steened In musk and amber,
Which fops aniff,looking in the glaa?
Or pushed al ng an ante-chamber,
For swells to sneer at as -re pass?
Throughoutall France by faction rent,
Ribbons and stars fell strife can seal—
A field-flower is your ornament;
80 never let us part, old friend.

to

The woman crossed the kitchen floor
meet Lycurgus at the door, and, with

_

SCHOOLMASTER.

On “Miller’s Hill” ft farm-house; a
lowland structurebuilt of wood; whose
clap-boaid*s,tether- worn and gray, were
falling into slow decay; whose mossy
wooden lane-troughsswung from rusty
irons rudely hung; whose curling shingles here and there betrayed the need of
good repair; whose ancient chimney,
capped with stone, with lichens partly
overgrown above the sagging roof, looked
down upon the spires of Brandon town.
An old gray barn was built near bv,
with heavy girths And scaffoldshigh,
and solid sms and massive beams, and
through the cracks and open seams the
slanting sunshine used to play in golden
gleams upon the hay, where oft, with
many a shout, the children jumped and
played a’oput at hide and seek, or looked
with care for hidden nests in comers
there. Where oft at morn they used to
hear the cackling hen and chanticleer,
where, by the broad floor ’neath the
mows, were cribs and stanchions for the
cows, and strong plank stalls where
horses stood to eat their hay from racks
of wood, and, in a corner stowed away, a
fanning-milland old red sleigh. Where
jolly farm-boys husked at night the golden corn by candle-light,and hung their
lanterns by the bay on pitchforks thrust
into the hay, where, shelteredfrom the
autumn rain, with thundering flails they
threshed the grain.
Each year th% hum of honey-bees was
heard amid the apple tree, the lilacs
bloomed, the locusts fair with their sweet
fragrance tilled the air; the stubble fields
were plowed and sown; the warm rain
fell; the bright fmn shone; the robins
sang; the green grass grew; the roses
blossomed in the dew; the tall red hollyhock once more bloomed brightly by
the farm-house door; the sun-flower l)eut
its gaudy head; the cattle in the posture
fed, the crickets -chirped in meadows
near, sounds were wafted to the ear o'er
waving fields of tasseled corn, of clattering scythe and dinner horn. The reapers
reaped their golden sheaves; the swallows
left the stuccoed eaves; the apples in the
autumn breeze grew ripe and mellow
on the trees; the leaves were swept about
the air; the fields were brown, the woodlands bare; the snow-flakesfell; the air
grew chill; the sleigh-bellsrangon “Mil-

finding neither smoke nor flame, soon
stumbling up the stairs they came. In
ootton bedquilts quaintly dressed, they
heard a deep groan from their guest, and,
full of wonder and affright, pushed in
the door and struck a light.
Deep down within the feather bed
Lycurgus had withdrawn his head, and,
out of sight, lay quaking there, with
throbbing breast and bristlinghair.
They questioned him, but he was still;
he shook as if he had a chill, the courage was completely gone from tall Lyenrgns Littlejohn.
What human language can express,
the modest maiden’s dire distress,while
standing still behind the screen, a sad

candle on the floor, looked ’neath the
valance— half afraid to find a man in
ambuscade ; then sitting down, aside
with care she laid her garments on a
chair, slipped on her ghostly. robe of
white, took off her shoes, blew out the
light, then, in the darkness,from her
head removed her wig and went to bed,
curled up, with chilly sobs and sighs, and
quiveringshut her drowsy eyes.
Poor single souls who sleep alone, the

night wind hath a dismal tone to
your lono ears— you start with fear at
every miduight sound you hear, when
late at night with

weary heads you creep

into your weary beds. The nights seem
long, your lips turn blue, your feet grow

spectator of the scene ? What pen or
pencil can portray her mute despair aud
deep dismay ? A while she stood, and
through the door she peeped across the
bed-room floor; the way wgs clear,
and like a vise she graspetl the sausage,
cold as ice, sprang from the closet, aud
from sight she glided like a gleam of
light, away without a look or word, she

cold— you know they do
She slept at last ; she heard once more
the ripple break upon the shore ; again
stf6‘ sat upoh the strand, and some one
clashed her iair young hand, and words
were whispered in her ear that long ago
she loved to hear, and, startingup, she
!

cried in glee : “ I

knew

Jfou

would come

me.” She woke.

Alas ! no
love was there. Her thin arms clasped
the vacant air. ’Twas but a dream, bln
lived alone. Without she heard the nigh i

back to

flew like

an

moment of

went to do the evening chores.
Close by the firelight’scheerful glare

Lycurgus drew the easy-chair.The
savory steam of chickens slain came
from the black pot on the crane. The
kettle’smerry song he heard; upon the
hearth the gray cat purred; while, by
the chimney-comersnug, the house dog
dozed upon the rug. Among the chimney-pieceof wood an idle row of flatirons stood, two candlesticksin bright
array, a pair of snuffers and a tray.

The

time-worn clock ticked slowly on;

it

struck the hours forever gone. “Forever

.
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FACTS FOR THE CURIOUS.
of

Coal-scuttles are
rubber.

now manufactured

An elephant drinks about

forty-five

flOSMTEllV

gallons of water a day.

The people of Ceylon

worship the

tooth of an elephant ; those of
the tooth of a

Malabar

monkey.

It is calculated that sixty tons of steel
are annually consumed in the manufacture of steel pens.
|

gone,” it seems to say— “Forever gone,”
from day to day, in its tall case oj
sombre hue— ’twas fifty years siuce it
was new. Between the windows, small
and high, the looking-glasswas hung,
near by; a brazen bird with wings outspread, perched on the scroll-workoverhead; beneath, a shelf, the common home
of family Bible, brush, and comb; above,
from iron hooks were hung long frames,
with apples thickly strung, and, fixed
upon the wall to dry, were wreaths of
pumpkin kept for pie.
left to freeze.
Forth from the buttry, to the fire,
From out her cot the maiden crept,
oame Aunt Rebecca McIntyre, a swallow slipped on her shoes and softly stepped
spinster, somewhat old, whose mellow along the hall and through the gloom unage was seldom told; her hair was gray,
til she reached the chilly room. Unseen
her nose was thin, it nearly touched her she crossed the icy floor, unheard untoothless chin. Life’s weary work and locked the closet door, snatched from
constant care had worn a face that once the shelf, in a firm hold, a bag of sauswas fair.
age, stiff and cold, then turning quickly,
Each Sabbath morn, from spring to sought to beat a sudden, safe, and sure
spring, within the choir she used to sing, retreat. Too late! A light gleamed on
in ancient bonnet, cloak, and gown, the
the wall, and sound of footstepsfilled
oldest relics in the town; beside the the hall, then to the room came boldly
choristershe stood, and always did tho on the stalwart form of Littlejohn! She
best she could, and, while with tuning- backward stepjied aud stood aghast,
fork, he led, she marked his movements then closed the door and held it fast.
With chatteringteeth and trembling
with her head, her nasal voice rose sharp
and queer above the deep-toned viol frame across the floor Lycurgus came.
He placed the candle in his hand upon
near.
ler's Hill.”
She took the black pot from the crane, the spindling oaken stand. Then closed
The winter sky was overcast, the snow
removed the kettle from the chain, and the door, and, with a frown, within a
and sleet were . failing .fast. Twas
made the tea and chicken-broth,drew cold chair settled down. He threw his
Oliristmas eve; the air was cool; the
boots upon the floor, aud, rising, tried
out the table, spread the cloth; then,
•children hurried home from school, with
tho closet door; but Aunt Rebecca, in
from the table, bright and new, brought
laughter loud and outcries shrill they
affright,clung to the latch with all her
the best china edged with blue.
reached the farm-house on the hill, they
The chores were done, the feast was might. To look within Lycurgus failed,
came across the kitchen floor, nor stopped
he turned away and thought it nailed!
spread; all took their seats and grace
Then, pulling down the snowy spread,
to shut the entry door, all striving first
was said. They ate the savory chicken
he put his warn
warm brick in the bed, took
the news to tell, exclaimed, in concert,
stew, so juicy and so well cooked off his clothes, and slipped between the
with a yell: “ The teacher’sdomin' here
through; before them, rich round dumpsheets of ioe, so white and clean, blew
to stay; he’s nn the road a little way; he
lings swam, on steaming plates, out the light, and, with a sneeze, close
stopped to talk with Susan Stow, aii’ we
with cold boiled ham, with feathery to his chin he brought his kuees, beran home to let you know."
The mother stopped her, spinning- biscuit, warm and light, with currant neath the clothes he drew his nose, and
jam and honey, white and crowning all tried in vain to find repose; while “Aunt
wheel, and put away her creaking reel,
a good supply of yellow, meatly pump: Rebecca,” from the wall, took down the
awept up the dusty hearth with care,
kin-pie. Where such a bounteous feast
rolled down her sleeves and brushed her
Sunday gown and shawl, she wrapped
is found, who would not teach and them round her freezing form, and
hair, smoothed out her rumpled gingham
gown, and in lier rocking-chair sat down; “board around?"
blushed, to keep her visage warm.
The supper done, the father took from
then, striving hard to look her. best, she
The paper curtains, loosely hung upon
off its shelf, the sacred Book, and read of
•calmly waited for her guest.
the windows, rustling swung, while
Her ruddy, round, and fleshy face was one who stilled the sea one stormy night through each quivering, narrow frame
bordered by a cap of lace; her nose was in Galilee;then, kneeling down before of frosty panes a dim Tight came that
nearly hid from* view TTy her plump his chair, he asked the heavenly Shep- made the furniture appear like dusky
cheeks of healthy hue; her eyes were herd’s care.
phantoms crouching near. Lycurgus
Soon from the group, with drowsy
bright, her hair was thin, she had a
listened in the storm and hugged his
heavy double chin; her husband’s arms, heads, the children started for their brick to keep him v/arm, but colder
when both embraced, could barely cir- beds; took off the little shoes they wore, grew the humid bed, the clothes conand left them on the kitchen floor; then,
icumscribeher waist *
gealed around his head: to feel at ease in
Of all large women nine, in ten will bidding all a fond “good night,” with vain he tried; he tossed and turned from
moot admire the little men, and little pattering feet, they passed from sight.
side to side; each time he moved, beDear little feet, how soon they stray neath his weight the bedstead creaked
men— why none may tell— will love large
women quite as well. They woo. they from the old farm-house far away; how like some farm-gate.His brick grew
wed, the man through life is quite o’er- soon they leave the fuuily fold to walk cold, he could not sleep, a strange senthe shining streets of gold, where every
sation seemed to creep upon him, while
ahadowed by the wife.
hope
is real and sure; where every heart
Soon, parting from his rustic flame,
across the floor he closely watohed the
is kind and pure; where every dream is
clowt-door.
fihe tardy young schoolmastercame. His
bright and fair,— 0! may we meet our
Was he but dreaming.?No! his eves
•eves were blue, his features fair, his chin
loved ones there!
beheld, with wonder and surprise, what
•o ergrown with downy hair; behind his
The farmer left his cozy seat, with man had never seen before — there was a
ears his looks of brown were smoothly
clattering slippers on his feet, went to movement at the door. It dowly turned
brushed and plastered down; his bony
limbs were large and long; his well- the cellar where he drew a mug of cider, and to his sight came, through the dim,
sweet and new, and from his brood bins uncertain light a hideous hand, that in
trained muscles Ann and strong: the tall,
•atout bovs that years before liod thrown brought the best and ripest apples for its clasp some awful object seemed
their master through the door his rod bis guest Then, by the warm tire’s rod- to grasp, a crouching form, with frightregarded with dismay, and seldbm dared
lul head, seemed dowly coming towards
to disobey. The pride and hope of Hubthe bed. He heard the rusty hinges
ibardton was tail Lygurgua Littlejohn/
creak, he could not stir, he could
who had, his fellow- townsmen said: “A afraid.
not spoak, he could hot torn his head
But “Aunt Rebecca ’’ watched in vain away; he shut his eyes and tried to
heap o’ lamin’ in his head.” (Three
arms in Midblebury College had given the curling smoke above the crane ; she pray; upon Iris brow of palid hue the
nodded! dozed, began to more, she cold sweat stood like drops of dew; at
eap” of knowledge.)
u$ed to alt between the fair dropped her knitting on the floor, awoke, last he shrieked, aloud and shrill— the
of sweet luxteen and kindly her eyelids heavier grew, arose and si- door swung back and all was stilli
I /
That midnight cry, from room to
[ their •urns.” They lently withdrew^ •
Along the creaking stairs she crept, to room, resounded loudly through the
md sugar plums; they
hopes and fears; his the lone chamber where she slept, and gloom. The farmer and’hia wife at rest,
____ ___ murioin their eu»; each close the window-curtainsdrew, to screen within their warm and tsozj nest, awoke
mile he irave them had a charm; each herself from outward view. She stopped and sprung, in strange attire, forth from
irown would fill them with alarm. the key-hole of the door, she set the their ned loud shouting— “fire!” Bnt.
•
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away!

that fell on roof decayed, dripped through
the chinks that time had made, and on
the whitewashed walls ran down in won-

drous frescoes tinged with brown ; the
window-panes,with ' frost o’erspread,
were warmer than that icy bed. Cold
was the matting on the floor ; cold blew
the breeze beneath the door ; cold were
the straight-backed chairs of wood ; cold
was the oaken stand that stood on spindling legs that looked as chill as lone, bare
pines on some bleak hill ; high rose that
bed o’er things below, like some tall iceberg capped with snow. Here every
highly honored guest, when bedtime
came, retired to “rest.”
Within its large and moldy press hung
Mrs. Busby's best silk dress; her Sunday
bonnet, shoes, and shawl, on rusty nails
against the wall, by Mr. Busby’s suit of
blue, that at his wedding had been new.
Here on a peg his best cravat reposed
within his old fur bat; here, shut from
sight of human eyes, were rows of mince
aud apple pies, with rolls of sausage and
head-cheese,stored on the shelves and

TH»

affrighted bird; without a
delay, the mystery cleared

said: “Walk in
itself
*
an’ take a chair, an’ bo to home while
Again the snow gleams on the ground,
wind moan, while on tlie window-panes
you are here. Come, Busby, take his
the snow was wildly beating. From be- again the sleigh-bellsgayly sound, again
things, my dear.”
on “Miller’s Hill” we hear the shouts of
Forth from his comer, by the Are, the low the smothered sound of voices came
when
still with Busby’s social dame. children loud and clear; but in tho barn
husband came at her desire. His head
is heard no more the flapping flail upon
was bald, save here and there, stray lit- Their guest sat by the fading fire and
watched
its fleeting flame expire while the floor. The house is down, its intle tufts of grizzled hair; his shoulders
she listened, but no word they uttered mates gone, and tall Lycurgus Littlestooped, his form was thin, his knees
coifld be clearly heard ; but soon a recol- john is now an old man, worn with care,
were bent, his toes turned in; he wore a
lection came that sent a shudder through with stooping form and silver hair. He
long blue flannel frock, gray trousers,
married dark-eyed Susan Stow, and they
aud a satin stock; a cotton collar, tall her frame — tho sausage to bo fried at were happy, years ago.
morn, the breaksasttable to adorn, was
and queer, was rudely rumpled around
When, in the merry winter-time, their
in the bedroom where their guest would
each ear; his face was mild, his smile was
children’s
children round him climb, he
bland, as forth he put his ponderous soon betake himself to rest. The clock tells them of his fearful fright, on that
struck
ten, she softly said, “ I'll get it
hand, and said: “I think I see you well,
far distant winter night; and, after they
I hope you’ll stay a leetle spell; we’re ere he goes to bed.”
are put to bed, when by the fire with
plain folks here I’d have yon know, and
The spare bed stood within a room as nodding head he sits and sinks to slumdon’t go in for pride nor show. ” Then, chill and humid as a tomb ; ’twas never
bers deep, and quakes and shivers in his
after stepping ou the cat, he took the aired, ’twas seldom swept ; in its damp
sleep, alas! he is but dreaming still of
teacher’s coat and hat; he hung them on comers spiders crept ; they built their
that spare bed on “Miller’s Hill.”—
a rusty nail, and, picking up his milking bridges through the air, and no rude
Eugene J. Hall, in Chicago Tribune.
pail, he slowly shuffled out of doors and broom disturbedthem there. The rain,
a scrutinizing star,e she

Fear no more days of Idle ranging.
When oar two fates become *s one,
Of pleasure with plain interchanging,
Of intermingled rain and sun.
For the last time I soon shall dofi
My clothea, juat wait! and we will vend
Together, gently going off;
tio never let us part, old friend.
—From Bsrangtr.

THEt .Y^NKE^
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Bees have very little power of communicating with each other. F. Miller
gives curious instances of the inability
of the bees to invent for themselves a
natural language.
A quantity of flour was exposed by a
French experimenter to a pressure of
300 tons, reducing it to one-fourthits
original bulk. A portion of it was then
placed in cans and sealed, the same being done with some unpressed flour. A
year afterward the cans were opened,
when the unpressed flour was found to
be spoiled, while the pressed was in ex-

tiffins
Shooting Chllla down the Back,

cellent preservation.

Aspideb’s web affords an excellent
barometer. An old sportsman of Coldwater, Mich., claims that one preserved
house has proved almost invariably correct When rain aud wind are
expected, the spider shortens the threads

in his

which suspend the web. When reels
are let out, fine weather may be certain,

Dull pain in tho limbo, nauooa, btllnoinrofl,
are oymptonu
of approaching forer and «*U6. Ute withoutdola/ Hootattar'a Stomach BitUn, which oubotitutM for tho
fhtlly enution i gonial warmth, ngulatoo tho atomach,
md im porta tono to tho livor. Tho bowola, the itomach
gad the biliary gland being re* to rod to i healthycondition, the diMAM U conquered it the outeet. ferule by
ill DrugglaU md Deilan generally.

if the spider remains inert, rain will
probably follow within a short time.

but

Twelve years after the landing of the
Pilgrimsat Plymouth there was not u
plow in the vicinity of Boston, and the
farmers broke up tne land with hoes or
other hand implements. In 1637 there
were bnt thirty-seven plows in the
whole State, and at a later period it wus
the custom for one owning a plow to do
nearly if riot all the plowing for a town.
The town often paid a bounty to one who
would buy and keep a plow in reparian d do the work in this way.

The swiftest bird, probably, is the
eagle of the sea, or frigate-bird,often
measuring sixteen feet from tip to tip.
It hovers at an elevation of 10,000 feet
when a storm sweeps over the ocean. If
it wishes to travel, says a French naturalist, it can almost annihilate space.
It can breakfast in Africa • and dine in
America. This bird reposes on its great
motionlesswings, literally“sleeping on
the bosom of the air. ”

My Anmfnl t'ntnloan* of Vegetable ami
Flower Meed for INN I, rich In engreolnutrom
photographsof the odgipalo.will be eent VRKr. to ill
who ipplr. I offer onh of the lirgeot oollectl'-nsof »egeUble toed erer oent out by.iny seed house In America, i
Urge portion of which were grown on my fire seed firms.
/'nil direction*/«r ewftfsetfow on tack package. All eced
uarranteil la be balk frhk and true to name ; oo far, tbit
ohould It prove otherwise, 1 *111 rtfll the order grnlii.
The original
' nl Introducer
of the Hubbard
Hubbird Hquuh,
Squiih, PbinPh!n;
ney’s
Melon,
Mexican Corn, and
.... _ __
on, Marblehead Cabbages,
Cabbageo, Mexio
scores of other vegetables.
of all
vegetable!. I Invite the patronage
pat
teko are anxious to have Ikeir eeed directly , rom the
grouer.frteh,tree,and of the eery beet strain.

NEW VEGETABLES
JAMBS

J. H.

GREGORY.

a

Specialty.

Marblehead. Maat.

There are in our land 25,520,582
males and 24,632,284 fejnales. The natives number 43,475,506, and the foreign
boro, 6,677,360. There are 43,404,877
white and 6,577,151 colored persons.
Beside those on reservations under Government care there are 65,122 Indians
and half-breeds.The “ myiWs of Chinese” number 105,463, and there are
AN IMAIENHB AREA OF RAILROAD
2,550 other Asiatics. For every 100,000 AND GOVERNMENT LANDS, OF GREAT
males there are 96,519 f am ales against FERTILITY, WITHIN EASY REACH OF

ffie Best Field

EMIGRANTS.

PERMANENT MARKET, AT EXTREMECroton Aqueduct, by which New LY LOW PRICES, la a«w«ffere4for sal* la
EASTERN OREGON aad EASTERN WASH.

97,801 in 1870.

York city is supplied with water, was at
the trine of its completion, and in fact
still is, regarded as one of the wonders
of the world. Its length is 38} miles,
and it is built most of this distance of
brick, stone and cement, inclosed over
and under, 6 feet? 9 inches wide at the
bottom, 7 feet 8 inches at the top, and 8
feet 5 inches high. It is carried over
Harlem river on a magnificent bridge,
1,460 feet long, and 114 feet above highwater mark.

1NGTON

TERRITORY.

'

HATJlVai

GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON, COMA PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OBTAINED IN CHICAGO.
Th* early completion of tho Xorthom Fm-

MANDS

oijU R. R. is note aoturetk and ffuamnUoo
to lettlero cheap and quick transportation
and good markets both East and WetU Tho
opening of this now overland lime to the Potnfie, together with tho construction of tho
network of 100 mites of railroad by thoO.B.
it

Htne. et Midnight.
An old Ruby Hill miner, rrho bee had
fifteen years’ expenence under ground, i Thero lo every indication of an ^annono
says he has observed one peculiar
* noantnUm m. tho Columbia

fact,

that between 12 and 2 o’clock in the
LANDS SHOW aa AVERAGE YIELD at
night, if there is a loose stone or bit of 40 BUSHELS OF WHEAT PER ACHE.
earth in the mine, it is sore to fall Says Na Foliar# of Cray* erer ka*w».
RAILROAD LANDS offbrod at tho amtfona
he: “About this time it seems that rafo
hu
everything begins to stir, and immediately after 12, although the mine has
CLIMATE MILD AND HEALTHY.
been as still as a tomb before; you 'will
hear particles of rock and earth come
tumbling down, and if there is a caving
piece of gronnd in the mine it is sure to
give way.”— Corson City AppcaL

ofldeftO

,

A

A

Literary Curiosity.

Big Load of Wood.

Dies alow)? fading day: winds mournful sigh;
Brightlya Urn are waking;
Fliea owlet, hooting,holding revel high,
Nightly alienee breaking.

common

withithisbrother, Col.

Brooking silence nightly,

!

alone.

NOTHING ON EARTH SO GOOD.
[From the Worcester (Mass.) Spy.]
Certainly n strong opinion, said one of our
reporters to whom the following was detailed by Mr. Henry Kasclwp, with Mr. Geo.
E. Miller.418 Main St., this city: I suffered so badly with rheumatism in my leg,
last winter,that I was unable to. attend to

work, being completelyhelpless.I

Terrors of the Simoom.

simoom,” or poison wind, of
Arabia is a serious affair to the travelers
caught in it The center of the column
of wind is composed of a poisonous gas,
to breathe wliich is death. Bound this
center there eddy violent gusts of heated
and impregnated air, like that of a furnace. It approaches slowly, amid the
whirl of air currents that precedesit for
some distance. During its presence the
only chance of preservinglife is found
in covering the face with a cloth, aud
“

man, and a British soldier at Braddock’s
defeat in 1775; served under Wayne in
the revolutionary army at Stony Point
in 1779, aud was then one of the oldest
men in his regiment ; and was with St.
Clair when the Indians defeated him in
Ohio in 1791. Ho was in jail at Erie for
drunkenness and disorderly conduct after

[This sncTSTtaff

one hundred years old. He was
one of three lives named in a life-lease

i«prwsoU Um Lancs In s hsslthj suit J

he was

WHAT THE DOCTORS SAY!

of land in Ireland. Consequentlylegal
attestationof his being still alive had to

DR. FLETCHER,of Lexington,Ilissoart,says: "1
rooommendyonr * Bataan * In preferenceto say other

bo made and transmitted to Ireland every
year. Thus the proof of his astonish-

DR. A. O. JOHNSON, of Mt Vornon, 111, writes of
some wonderful cures of CansUMptlon In his plkos

medicine for ooof bs end eolde."

by tbs

ing loigevity is a nearly or quite perfect
dinin..— Buffalo Express.

um

DR. J.

of u
B.

Allen's Laos Balsam."

TURNER.

Flountsrill#, Als.. s

physicianof twenty-flve years, writes: "It
preparationfor Consumption In the world."

Qtteer Epitaph.

In the churchyard of Homersfiold,
Suffolk, England, is the gravestone of
Robert Crytott, who died Nov. 17, 1810.

prectlolni
the best

is

Two

For

For all Diseases of the Throat, Lnnfs and
Pahnonnrv Orcans, It will bo found a most
excellent Remedy.

Generations
TANG LINIMENT,
more to assuage

to

A.

Good Houacwlfe.

house

mind that
more precious than many houses, and that
their systems need cleansing by purifying the
blood, regulating the stomach and bowels to

RepublicanLeader]

trioL

Why!

Because the Mustang penethrough skin and flesh
to the very none, drifing out

trates

all pain and soreness and
morbid secretions; and restoring the afflicted port to sound
and supple health.

NICHOLS SHEPARD & CO
Battle Creek, Michigan,
MAVUVAoroussor ths onlt esNuxn

VIBRATOR
THRESHERS,
Traotlon and Plain Engine#
and Horee- Powers.

Sunshine is the best medicine. The
world requires more of it, morally and
Remedy fob Lockjaw.— Let any one physically. It is more soothing than
who /has an attack of lockjaw take a morphine and more potent than poppies.
small quantity of turpentine, Warm it, It is good for liver complaint,for neuand pour it on the woun<L no jnattcr ralgia, for rheumatism, for melancholy—
where the wound is, and relief .will fol- for everything. Make your rooms sunny
low in less than a minute. Nothing bet- and cheerful; build your houses so as to
tor can be applied to a severe cut or command the sunliglitall day tong.
bruise than cold turpentine ; it will give
Here Ik tbe Test*
certain relief almost instantly. TurDizziness,
nausea, despondency, Jaundice,
pentine is also a sovereign remedy for
croup. Saturate a piece of flannel on loss of appetite, infiammations,gravel, female
diseases and all troubles of the urinary organs
the throat and chest, and Yn every severe and bladder are quickly and surelv removed by
case three or four drops on a lump of
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver (hire.
sugar may be taken inwardly. Every
An Illinoisman was arrested and fined
family should have a bottle on hand.
$25 for disturbing a debating club.
A professor asked his class: “What We should like to know him. The man
is the aurora?” A student, hesitating, who has got the voice and energy to disreplied: “Professor,I did know, btit I turb a debating-club, provided the latter
have forgotten.”“That is sad, very is healthy ana active in its diabolical
Bad,” rejoined the professor; “the only mission, is worthy our acquaintance,and
man in tlie world that ever knew has for* ought to be given a Government posirotten it.”
tion os a fog-horn on a stern and rockbound const.—Lowell Citizen,
Workingmen.
Beforo yon begin yonr heavy spring work
An investigatorsays that no two
after a winter of relaxation, your ays It m needs
thumbs are alike in shape. He curiously
cleansing and strengtheningto prevent an attack of Ague, bilious or Spring Fever, or some studied the subject by examining the
other spring sickness that will unfit you for a
impressionmade by waiters’ thumbs on
season's work. You wiil save time,, much sick- restaurant plates.
.

_

ness ahd groat expense if you will use one bottle of Hop bitters in your family tins month.—
'

The Cheapest Medicine.
AU Advice as to the care of our bodies
which reminds us to heed it* natural demands. Disease is always caused
by some-direct op indirectsin against
nature. The Occideht^icW sdys ; ' i
“ AJigut' thc cheapest iuedioipe tliiit
in oi tals pan usais elcep. Ik is a? sovereign remedy for weakness, it relieves
languor, it cures restlessness,uneasiness
and irritability ; it will remedy headache,
teetliachc and backache and heartache ;
it. cures nervousness;and will make
heavy burdens seem light and great trials
lodk very small.
“ When wearv we should rest ; when
exhausted we should sleep. To resort
to ptunqlauts is suicidal; what weary
men need is sleep; what exhaustoat
women need is sleep. The lack of sleep
causOkLahralgia,paralysis apd insanity.
.

$777 rSs

end expenies to

utfltFree.

Address P.
Y, Augusta, Maine.

UFFALO PITTS

B

THRE8HINB MACHINERY

Vibrating Threshers

sggssas.-BK

Endless Apron Threshers

Horse
Powers
MounUd or Dotra.

$350

Farm Engine
nes

GENTS WANTED

Sunshine.

Rheumatism, says Mj*. L. Shiffman, 2804
Calumet Ave , Chicago, III. ^

!

fJL Short winters, breesy summers, healthy climate.
sUlogue free. H. P. CHAMBERS, Federelsbarc.
Md.

The

prevent and cure the diseases arising from
spring malaria and miasma, aud she most
know that there is nothing that will do it so
perfectly and surely as Hop Bitters, the purest
aud beat of medicines.—Concord (N. U.) Par

'wise

Fn jut’s EXTRACT OF TAB AMD WILD CfflERRY
has been used for twenty yean, and during that
timohaa saved many veir valuable lives. Do
not neglect a cough or cold until it is too late.
Try this excellent remedy, and we are sure you
win be convinced of its merits. Chronic
i Coughs, and even Consumptives,are cured by
(following the directions.Every bottle is ware
ranted to give satisfaction.
Prepared by tbs
, Bmmert Proprietary Co., Chicago. Bold by
tail good
~

druggists.

Indigestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration
and all forms or general debility relievedby
taking HKNUauf’s Peptonized Bur Tomo, the
only preparationof beef containingIts entire
nutritionsproperties.It contains blood-making, Torco-generating
and life-BustaininKproperties;is invaluable In all enfeebledconditions,
whether the result of exhaustion, nervous prostration,overwork or acute disease, particularly
tration.
plaints. O
CasIf resulting from pulmonary camplaints.
well,' Hazard & Co., proprietors, New York.

flatn or Traction.

tor tbs Best snd Fastest*. Selling Pictorial Books snd Bibles. Pricesreduced
per ot. National Pubushimq Co., Cnioeco,III

&

BSMmS

8HOPPINC BY MAIL.

The reputation that our

UFFALO PIUS APRON THRESHER
has sustained for over SO yeara as the
KING OF THRESHERS

ever .eon
j multitude
'

1

a GUARANTEE that our new Vibrating
Thresher and Threshing Engine will be
Is

Better tban any others In the market.

V^um'

THE PITTS AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
monUcation.Buffalo, N.Y.

CutMeua tent Aa
Sara reliefl

KIDDER’S

o

TUMI

Pfl8mLE8.»S:

HHHMmBHHHBMjhArleitown,Man.

OBTAINED

______
patents:
C.

INVENTORS

___

by

FOB

HEYLMUNl At KANE,
KANE.

Attorneys at
at Patent Law.
6(41 and 510 F Street, Washlncton,
Wsshintton, D. C.
Local
Keferencea given and circular* tent on r*qiu*i.

the
WANTEDQUICK
REVISED NEW TESTAMENT

AGENTS

to soil

Now ready for Affents. ifott desirableedition.Low
priced. JfW/on* sro waiting for it. Grand hartal
for Agent*. Particularsfree.. Outfit M>c. Act
quick. Address UUBBAltl) BROS.. Chicago, 111

Stock ofTcas and Cof-

Bankrupt!fees at

50c on the $1.

Teas in 5 pound caddies,83 to 44 cts per pound
Coffee* In 50 pound quantltiee, 14}{ ct* to IGcU
per pound, worth 25 to 38 cts. Get price lUt snd buy
from the leading tea snd coffee house m the Went,
i

Grwn
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WHEN
WRITING TO DYE KTI NBBB.
,*v Please say you saw She advertiaem— I
A

u

this

paper.

Bert Is the World. Get ths gesalss. Kr-

8URE for Catarrh”
“Dr. Sykes cure
LECTBIC LIGHT!™,
Irapro'

!

mPad'ci

M

than others. Do not purohise snr
you can get the latett*3. “ Electric Light.” s 34-oolumn
!res unsealed^sealed. 6c.
D. B. D. MATHEWS A CO..
481 W.UkeBtreet,Chicago.

times larger
I

SfloM'ty'1. t&i Belts when
red for
iinpn.y

paper.

are fast revolutionising all oUMV
plaas of treatment, aad provIMg that Catarrh la fast as curable ae other dlao
eases. Bend ten reals to the Boeter for hie Meek. It Is well worth a dollar.
It explains fullr his plan of treatment, which le so Inexpensive that It la
within the reach of all. Please call on or address

Am4 **ATNIO$PHEBIC INSUFfXATOB*’

DR.
C. R. SYKES,
169 Eaot Madison
CHICAGO, ULU
Street,

Ok

CELLULOID
EYE-CLASSES.

~

Uncle Sam’s OoNUmoN Powders are recTortoiseommended by stock-owners who have used Representing the choicest-selected
them as the best Hone and Cattle Medicine to Shell snd Amber. The lightest,handsomest
and strongestknown. Sold by Opticianssnd
be had. If the animal is Scraggy,Spiritless,or
Jewelsrs. Made>v ths SPENCER OPTIOAL
has
no
apoetite,
these
Powders
are
an
excelMany a
.*P5
of sleep,
If FQ 00.. iSJmUen Up*. Hew York.
aud the point where many, a sufferer lent remedy, and every owner of stock will do
well to try them. They are prepared by the
turns his back Atom the very gates of Emmert ProprietaryCo., Chicago,HI, a very
death to the" open path of life is where reliablefirm, and sold by all Rood druggists.

person

;

Wt

he-siokw-Mito
sick
*

man

it

may be

If he sleep, he shall do

HtWARB.— Do not

©vwy

said, as dl Lazarus,

weiy/j y

let yonr druggist palm off

on you any new, cheap remedy for colds when
you inquire for Dr. Bull’i Cough Syrup, or you
will be disappointed.Price 25 cents a bottle.

has done

pain, reliefs

suffering, and save the lires of
men ana beasts than all other
liniments put together.

CU

Having been cured by 8l Jacobs Oil, I
recommend the same to all suffererswith

'

The good and staunch old
stand-by, MEXICAN MUS-

PISO’S

sequence.

____

Chfcago.

POND'S EXTRACT.

horses do not possess the same preservatory instincts,and they perish in con-

is

I

the appointed day the men and
AS AN EXPECTORANTIT HAS NO EQUAL
the oxen from all oyer town came to the
IT CONTAINS NO OPIUM IN ANY FOIM.
meeting place. The sled was taken to It bears the following epitaph
the saw-mill aud backed up against the
J. N. HARRIS A CO., Proprietors,
Ah I willed by myself I talked to myself,
great pile. On went the slabs with a
CINCINNATI, O.
I
tin myeelf Bald unto me:
will Col Leonard stood by, laughing,
" Look to thyself sud take core of thyself,
FOR SALE BY ALL DRU66I8T8.
For nobody crith for thee."
cheering, urging them along. When
Bo I turned to myself sud I answered myself,
they hod got on as much as they thought
In the eelf-eanw! reverie,
wiitumvi kskn wmoa jiommi
“ Look to thyselfor not to thyself,
would do, they hitched up the team.
The Belf-samothing it will be."
•Av .....
One hundred and sixty oxen, four
dkC«.m«
abreast, found it easy enough to pull
Poetry is the art of substantiating
They hud to go around through BaldHaJrDyohthoSAFISl
shadows and of lending existence to
end BEST '.Itecte Inston towiuville, because there was not room at
nothing.
the Otter river bridge for the sled to
turn in. When they had got onto the
level ground above BaldwmviUe, they
every well-appointed
toilet
stopped and unhitched. Then with their
for Ledy orGentlenun.Sold
every-day sleds they went back to the
by Drugftitoend applied
by Hurd) reels re. Depot,
mill to bring more slabs and pile them
03 WUlUm St.. New York.
O.N. OUTTKNTOM. A*t
on the big load This they kept up till
there were no more slabs. Forty cords
lay piled up on that sled And the
evening and the morning were the first
day.
Control* all Bemnrrhaget,
Subdue* hi Humiliation,
The next morning came the rest of
Venou* and Mucoitt.
Acule and Chronic.
the journey “ up in town.” The school
INVALUABLEFOR
children were let out to see the great
sight go by. One of them, to whose
home it was going, says it looked as big
as a house. It lay unloaded for quite a
rlous cs*es, contains all the curativepropertiesof
while out by the parsonage,and people
Pond's Extract) our Naaal Syringe
came from near and from far to see. It
(25 cent*), Invaluablefor use In oatarrhal affection*,
la
simple snd effective. Sore Throat aim
kept Mr. Wellington in slabs for years
Lungs, Chapped Hands
Face-*™
$999
to come.
great i> benefited oy the Extract. FfOSted
When the great sled was taken to
Limbs and Chi Iblaina are promptly relieved
laeUfc
and ultimatelycured by Rond'S Extract.
pieces, some of the timbers were used in
cURE,or0oMara
the best oougo medicine.
87* It is unsafeto Use other article, with oar direcbuilding Mr. Winch’s barn, and may be
tion!. Iniist on haring POND'S EXTRACT. Refuse
f
1
A
PREMIUM*.—
Semple
*nd
terms
all Imitation* and subeUtutoe.
seen there in the frameworkuntil this
free. Monthly Nation, Warren, Pa
day. — Bouton Advertiser.
ifARYLAXD FA RMN, #7
per Acre

earth. Meanwhile, the feeling of the
chest is that of suffocation, and that in
the limbs as if molten iron was being
poured over them. Camels instinctively
bury their nozzles in the sand ; but

BurlingtonHawk-Eye,

I

CatarrhJIii

prone on the sand, inhaling what
pure air may be found next the

i.a Crosse

I

RISTADORWWaM-a

beard of St. Jacobs Oil and bought a bottle,
after using which I felt greatly relieved.
With the use of the second bottle I was completely cured. In my estimation there is
nothing ou earth so good for rheumatism as
St. JacolffOil. It acts Hite a charm.

[From the

Contains prices and
descriptionsofallgeods
in general use, embracing Dry (loods, Clothing,
Boots. Shoes, Harness,
Saddles, (inns, Sewing
Machines, Jewelry, tiroeeries.Crockery. Tents,
Tin Ware, Mnsical Instroments, etc. Samples
ef Dry Goods fomished.
No obligation to bay.
Satisfactiongnaranteed. |
B0NTG0MERY WARD 0 CO.,
227 a 2294N»bathAv.,

ill

—Chic.

little

Priee List,

:

Float they gayly elde by side,
Pausing, fearing, doubting never;
Laughing, singing,ou they glide,
Hope and youth companions over.

lying

New

free to toy address.

Micliael Hare was probably one of the

On

Exercise take, excess beware ;
Rise early, and breathe pure air;
Eat slowly; trouble drive away;
Feet warmlah keep, blend work with play.

The

ear

best authenticated cases of extreme
longevity on record. He was an Irish-

runner.

•sJ ’

Please

rite for

STRICTLY PURS.

,

Play with work blend, keep warmishfeet
Away drive trouble, slowly eat;
Air pure breathe,and early rise;
Beware excess,take exercise.

my

ago Michael

thirty-five years

Ephraim, Brie (Penn.) Herald.

caught sight of him from the store, and
was surprised at such a great load.
dies.
OU
“Heitor says he, “why don’t yoi
Adien, love. Port we must. Stay, oh ! stay, take your minister a load of woodwhil0
said she, weeping piteously. Now, indeed, you’re about it?”
sorrow is mine. Alas
“ Now, look here,” says Col. Leonard,
“I’ve been sawing out lumber down’t
Solomon hod vast treasures—silverand gold
the mill, and there’s any quantity of
-things precious. Happy and rich and wise
slabs. I’ll give the minister as big a
faithfullyserved he God.
as he. IV
was
load as you can take !”
Meu like fighting, though often beaten are
Col Ephraim was a man for fun. He
instigated the townspeople to take hold
Bhs sits lamenting sadly, often too much with him and accept his brother’s chal«5
lenge. First, they made the sled. Long
Dear Harry: Devotedly yours remain I. Have trees were cut for the runners. These
you forgotten £20 chock? Reply immediately, were made thirty-odd feet long and set
please, aud to yours, Grace Darling.
eight feet apart. The body of the sled
Darling Grace: Yours to hand; please imme- projected two feet over the nmner on
diately reply. Check £20, forgotten, you hare.
eath side. Thus the sled would hold
I remain yours devotedly, Harry dear.
twelve regular cords at one layer. There
were two tongues, one in front of each
A DOCTOR'S AD VICK TO A DTITJCVTIG.
High revel holding,hooting owlet flies ;
Waking are stars brightly ;
Sigh mournfulwinds; day, fading slowly,

_
_

About

Hare died near Waterford,in this county,
at the remarkable age of one hundred
and sixteen years. He was buried in
what was called the “old graveyard ” in
Waterford borough. His remains have
from the products of the farms, and been removed of late and deposited in
especially with wood. Now Col Leonthe neta cemetery,! and the good people
ard, -one day ih J anualy, 1822, was drawof Waterford are now about raising
ing to the parsonage some of his nice funds to erect a suitablemonument to
hardwood. It was a good ox-load— two the memory of probably the oldest percords or so. As he was going across Hie son that has ever died in this State.—

backward* the requisite changes in the
punctmitinnipust be understood by the

they.

IMHYM.

One Hundred and Sixteen Years Old.

The Bev. Dr. Wellington was the old
It lias not been thought necessaryto
give the backward as well as the forward Templeton minister from early in the
reading of the followingsentences, save eighteetf hundreds, and Col Leonard
in those in which there seemed some Stone was one of his parishioners. It
special reason for printing the two ver- was the custom to supplement the minsions. In going through the sentences ister’s moderate salary with presents

We

are in receipt of numerous testimonials
which show that Dr,. C. 11 Sykeo' plan-of (seating catarrh la at once reliable and wire to produce
the desired reiralL Seo card In another column.

The diamond boots and shoes are perfect fitting, good^styles, honest work. Bosenthal

Pictorial

1
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CartolioAoli for l&NOts.

The

time has almost come again

/, •;

when

open up their
summer bampaigu and dispute with the
“the little busy bugs” will

*

Pianos k Organs

SPRING

“lords of creation” for possessionof the

“fruits of the earth.” Allow
early to call attention to an

me

thus

article, the

merits of which everybodyknows, but
which many dare not use—

I refer to car-

bolic acid. Prepared as indicated

Being generalagent for Ottawa, Allegan, Mnakegon and Kent counties, I can aell at wholesale
as well aa at retail the celebrated

mm

it

c&icsu uzunx
—ALSO—

house plants,and it is sure to kill insect

—I

My

ans

GOBLER’S PIANOS

cannot, I think, hurt the most delicate
life.

!

plan of preparing Is as follows:

obtain crude carbolic acid; I use it in

this form bacause

it is

ad

American

stronger and better

and costa but very

for the purpose

Wilcox & Wlith Wilton Cottage, Sniti'i

of

a fine lot

Eotoj Organ,

little

(about twenty five cents pergallon, I think).

My

Stores are to be found at

I pour a quantity of this dark crude acid

good strong domestic HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS &C00PEHSV1LLE.
together and allow to

into a quantity of
soft soap; stir well

RUDY MADE CIOTHIHG. HATS AND

My store tn Holland will be lonnd next door to
Hodman V Clothing store, and ha« Jnat been re
plenlahed with choice Inctrumcnta. which 1 offer
soft water. If too much acid has been to aell, Just as cheap as any Music Bouse In
America.
added, oily particlesof carbolic acid will

few hours. I then lest the
compound by mixing a little of it with

stand for a

be observed floatingon the surface. This

shows that more acid has been pul

in

than

the soap will incorporateor “cut,” and
more soap should be added
excess of acid.

No more

G.

balance the

to

Holland. Dec.

soap. Two

spoonsful of the acid

RANKINS.

1880.

44-0m

-A.T-

definite rule

can be given, as so mucli depends on the
strength of the

10.

or three table

J.

Van Lan (legend

E. J. IK^ElIRIIlNrCxTOnSr,
HOLLAIN' D, MICH.

quart of soap

to a

Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumhcr
as and steam tiller;dues nil kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing.Also driven Welle
strong with acid as the soap will Iterfectly put down, and old pumps repaired.Moves re
paired aud' put up, etc , eic. Inquire at the Hardcut. A very little practice will enable any ware’store of J.R. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf
one to compound it correctly.The refined

may

be first tried. I prefer to

make

acid may be used when the crude is not at W.
band. When preparedas above make a
moderately strong suds and apply with
syringe or sponge. Inj using «»n very

II.

JOS LIN,

II.
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BEST.

JOSLIN & BEST,
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delicate plants, should any fear be fell for

for tbi Kelt Mil Fill fit.
Sflli.fFid. ri*l Rnoki md Diblti. FriCM
p* d. Nitiooil PublUb'f Co., Chicwo,ill.
reduced 33 per

My

Planing Mill

and eminently
compound was some
years since on a block' ol young cherry
trees some filly thousand in number. The
black apnis “came down like the wolf on
first

successful use of tnis

N __ new

the fold,” only “they

came

f AniFH

not as single

Machinery of

in whoiu battalions.”It soon
became an interestingquestion as to who
spies, but

the most

who

was the proprietor of this particularblock
-A.

A disinterestedobserver of judicial turn

IT

DEALERS

33

Planing, Matching,

admit they had “nine points of the law”
the like before. The trees were alive with

aphis. The only scarce things on the
trees were leaves, there being hardly
enough

to afford “standing

room” tor

all

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and warranted.
We Invite all our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit Croud Rapids, and all our old and new
friends In and atonnd the city of Qrand Rapids, to
call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We snail he happy to see them at any
time.

the dusky guests. However, not being a

Convert to the doctrine of “aquatter
sovereignty,” I declared war, and falling
to decrease the Dumber by ordinary means
I compounded soft soap aud carbolic acid,
and with

a

MONROE

No. 132
Near the

C<»r. of S<»uth Division

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880.

Gardener's

Monthly.
Chloride of

Umo an

a

steam

DRYING OF LUMBER WE 811 ALL ELECTRO-FARADICBELT CO.v
SIS A S14 ChwtEEt HU. KT. LOUIfL 10.
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
DR. BUTTS’

A very large stock of

Issectide.

WKRKMAN

of lime

lie

spread

soil or near plants injects qud

on

the

vermin

will

not be found near them, and adds:—

“By

Mdrian, OrrhltU,ail
trtaarv TraablMa*d BypblllU. or BmarUI affecUMt of lha
Ur Ml, abia or bMM, Ir.aicdwith aucccaa, aciruntepn»

its

_

often been noticed that

a patch of

land

literally

used with

51-ly.

brought to Holfana.

exactly suits early potatoes, does not pro-

duce good peachblows, and
a total failure

I

have known

of the crop on such land,

whim there was a good
that would' hardly

ou poor

crop

make

bushels of corn to the acre. I
hill for

peachblows when

land. We

Lacttn
cn Kukecd k Woautood,lOo.
,XllIealAl7lca,
Ladmeaiu:
w* icd sll IhrM of lb. sbore dMcnbed hooki..»e.-

I

I plant

on

known a

IN

in

poor

failure from

was from neglect to
stir the soil after a heavy ra|n, or from
planting on a loose soil not adapted to

mmwm.

from Impur. •»*..l MM*i»iioni.Mlf »buk> or m*u»I
P.ti.>U tftaM by Mil Md cipraM. WM»» pMibl..p*rMII.IMSMltallaa It pf»(tfT*d,
which it frt. iml iutlltd.QtttImnt to b. Miwtrtd by ptiitnt* dctirinctnmlMbl mwltd frt«
lo Mr ^(drtM *a ipplfebthis.tor b**kt qr trtttmci tddrtia
7 DU. HiriTa, It Nartk 8U 8Lt BL

THE CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,

LmK Mm.

Bilk to the cheapest.

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns, Uos. 12 and 14 Canal Street.

HOSIERY. ETC
You

will find all

and every

Fresh Groceries

you

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G.

GAME

effort will be

feel

iu their season,

made

to

make

other diseases resulting from a disordered
state of the digestive apparatus.

kindness and alacrity.

As a Dinner Pill they have no equal

Holland, March *5th. 1881.

While gentle in their action, these Pills
are the most thorough and searching cathartic that can be employed,and never give

this cause unless it

them.”

An old wood pile.— Many farmers do
not know that they have a mine of wealth
—a small one— In the very door yard.
Chip dirt la the very beat material to mix
with the soil iu settiog out young trees
It Is full o(

FINE LlttUORS and CIGARS
always on hand.

Regular Meals only 25

The seeding of spring grain has already
commmeoced id Norton county, Kaunas,
and every indication points
harvest.
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JOHN PENNOYER,

taro Grave.
pr-Full particular! to our pamphlet, which we
deairt to send Dae by mail to every one. The
Specilc Medicine Is sold bv all drug) 1st at *1 per
package,or six package* for 15. or will he sent
free by mall on rxelpt of the money, by ad

_

pain unless the bowels are Inflamed, and
then their Influenceis healing. They atimu-

up. Th:jM.fM«

Wring'

For Sa!e In Ilol'.and by lleber
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tude, Paiuju the Back. Dimness of Vision, Pre-

pile.

Chine*, A«f.

84-tf

torrhea, Impotency, and all
Diseuss that follow afaaequence,
of Self Ahusc-.M

and retains moisture. If you are setting mature Old Age, and many other Diseaivsthat
out a new orchard plough up and utilixe lead to loaanltyor Consumptionand a Prema

wood

ipiitp, Inm

Mlnnn,

glish Remedy,
au nufnl ling cure
for seminal weik
ness, 8 perm a-

the elements of plant food,

the aoU from the old

April ..

HU

GRAT’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADI MARK Th« Great En- TRAM _M/

healthy action. Their extensiveuse bv
physiciansin their practice, and by ail
civilized nations,ia one of the many
proofs of their value as a safe, sure, and
perfectly reliable purgative medicine.
Being compounded of the concentrated
virtues of purely vegetable substances,
they are positively
witively free from calomel or
any injuriousproperties,and can be administered to children with perfect safety.

Tumors, Worms, Neuralgia, Coil^
Gripes, Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Gout.
Piles, Disorders of the Liver, and all

at home, aud to minis-

ter to your wants with

Van Putten A Sons.

in medicine, in proportiona accurately adjusted to secure activity, certainty, and
uniformity of effect. They are the result
of years of careful study and practicalexperiment, and are the most effectualremedy yet discovered for diseases caused by
derangement of the stomach, liver, and
hpwels, which requireprompt and effectual
treatment. Ayer’s Pills are specially
applicable to this class of diseases. They
act directly on the digestive and oosimilative processes,and restore regular

Ayer's Pills are an effectualcure for
Conatipation or Costlveneaa, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite,
Foul Stomach and Breath, Dizziness,
Headache, Loss of Memonr, Numbness,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Bneomatism,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases,Dropsy,

OppositeSweet's Hotel.
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clay

twenty

have no potato that will endure

have never

present the most popular

OYSTER/

Also a Full Line of

half the drought that the peachblow will,

and

at

TABLE LINEN,

clay land; a loose sandy or black soil that
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This Is
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finest

Combine the choicest cathartic principles

ifl.elraliMk Th. cnmbl.edvolom. i. peiilir.lylb. M(t
popular Medietl look p.bliihed. Th. suhw B
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GOODS,
CASHMERES,

From the

Cathartic Pills
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Boney Carpenter, Prop’r
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ttWbify and Hiir.idMTeomp«red.
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NECKTIES ever

GINGHAMS,

blow potatoes ycu want a piece of
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rapidly vacate their position. Butterflies, DRESS

farmers:—“When you plant your peach-

sew sad eomplel. Quid.

liffa,

i*«,

sots and grubs already iu possessionwill

“Waldo,” in the Ohio Farmer % advirea

FREE

METROPOLITAN

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

The, Peachblow.
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have been sprinkled over with lime water.”
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devastated. Fruit trees may be

again, will avoid alt plants whose U^ves
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At the store of

.smeared with a mixture of hog’s lard, and

tab

Lilt of

get full particulars.
Price, Hpeclflc.fl per package, or six packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPbUN MEDICINE CO.,

Soldin IIollandbrD.R.

of

I

Holland. Mich.. Pcpt.

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssentfree toall. Write for them and

Hats and Caps,

The finest line
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SpeciflcMedi
cine is being

guarded against the attacks of grubs by
attaching to their trunks pieces of tow

_
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early
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NOTIONS,

which has been treated in this way remains religiouslyrespected by grubs,
while the unprotected lieds around are G.
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CALL AND SEE

eotatipalioo.
dcipnodency, coKfuaio*of idaaa, arertioato mciftr,dtftclifumemory, teiuil .ihiuition,Impoteney w l«M

Consnmpt’n

from insect plagues by simply brushing
over their stems a solutionof it. It has

-:o:

dmiBcaa,nrrrouintta,dimreia of d{ht. coufh, iudiitttioa,

an

means plants will be easily protected
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Specilc Medicine.
positive cure for Spermatorrhcea, Seminal
Weakness. Impotency. ana all riiaeaaeereuniting
from Self-Abuse.asMental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Pains in
BEFORE.
AFTER.
Hack or Side
and diseases
that lead to

DRY GOODS,
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HEROLD,

Wuum

no inravoire SUFFERERS.

Le CulUtateur,a French journal, says

BT. LOOTS,
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Eioutu Strkrt, Holland, Mich.
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Insanity and

that if chloride
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A Complete Assortmentof Children's and Infants’
shoes for fitll and winter, and a lull line of
Ladies’ and Ueutlemcn'sWear.

IEK

WftUlikd lli? it U&Stfc Stmt,

Or anything In oar line manufactured on abort

Tit Great European Remedy-Dr.
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E.
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tmlia^o*tMadinan.
C0„ ST. IMIS. MS,

loWroctlcM for M<f-tmno«olby Electnctlj(or Rbraouliaaa,
Nturalfia, EpiUp.?,Paralrii.,Drapcpiia, a.d ell Ntraoua
and Chronic affectiou. A. illuatraird book of ortr aiity Urft
pa(M M.t (tm m rtcolptrfSc.ot Muip. AddrtM
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single application exterminated

the enemy. — T. T. 8., in
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practical
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of mind, judging from the general Clocks, Watches, Solid Gold
appearance of tbiuirs and the very “at
and Plated Jewelry.
home " air assumed by the bugs, would
have said they had the best case. He
would, at least, have been compelled to All Kinds of Spectacles.
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HARRIS REMEDY CO.,
Iaaf| Cfeabta, 8lh * IHrfcH Stw,
Pt Lanl., Mo.
Q who iwo troubled with Laocorrhai
(FluorAlbui or Whit*.) theuldMud lor
Oil"-!
ProC llorrU’Poapklet (lllwtriicd
hr FUlM) ftrlnidticrlpUon of bu Rrmudr, tod ibowu^iU .£
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new shop we have purchased
entirely new

And we are confidentwe can
want

of trees— myself or the “bug Ethiopian.”
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A Large and Fine

I

the’plants, they caft be hosed off after a

few minutes.

CRIMES.

SrilNB DRESS SOODS AND

Come & Seethe Instruments

CAPS.
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I

i

They act like a charm on the
UrinaryOrgans, Kidna.) sand
T Cl ‘ Liver, restoringloot vigor,
x^AIaJuS* and caring nervouadebility,
$1 rp.* box. or fi for |5; sent seshd by mall, ladle*’ RultbcrPonnlam dysii.gv.St. by mail.aekledl
Al*o al> IdffisRubb rt.oods lor UdleaandGcsilemen, a book on Lott Manhood Regained,can*
and cure, 10c. lo pay nostege. Dr. JAMEH.Wm
Washington Btrvet, ChUaxo
41-m
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